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construct a balanced aquarium, preparations for setting up the
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(blennies); (7) labridae (wrasses); ande(8) the gobiidae (gobies). In
addition, information on the biogeography of the species, local
habitat in the Florida keys, food habits, predation, reproduction,
and behavior is provided for the fishes in each of the eight
familiep. Also.provided is a discussi01 of the diversity of tropical
coral reef fish communities, a biblioigraphy of literature cited and
additional references, definitions of general terminology, maps
,showing areas referred to in the Caribbean and Florida Keys, and
illustrations of invertebrates and plants commonly mentioned in the
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A BALANCED MARINS AQUARIUM

arine aquarium reproduces

A balanced

fishes

natural environment

as

Before, the introduction of the balanced aquarium,

closely at_ possible.

marine

the

were. usually

kept

in

systems

separate

marine

from

,

fnvertebrates.

balanced

The

marine

aquarium

however,

permits

the

successful mixing of fish and invertebrates.wirhin the closed "system and

has become

inc e singlAPpopular

appealing and

behavior of

in

the

past .few years.

It

more

is

the fishes and invertebrates within

the

system is --mere na aural.

A marine aquarium that is set up and maintained for periods of six
months or longer

ithout medication, chemical additions, or other
treat-

ments is the mark of a successful marine aquarist.

All you add are food
,e4

and water.

The b ttom medium may contain crushed ,coral, beach shell, or

calcified algae (

The habitat of the

t silica sand or colored gravel).

of rock with living. organisms on it,: cured coral,

aquarium it 41-64cle

plants, ands anemon s (not plastic figures or ceramics).

from disease, and fishes, should only need

suffer severe,loss s

become too large for the system.

removed when they

the system is compa ible in its m
sound impossible?

'In setting up
PATIENCE.

You should not
to

be

Everything within-

habitat within your home.

Doe

this

it isn't.

W

a balanced marine aquarium, an important factor 'is.

A wellba anced sltwater aquarium cannot be etablished in one
)

day, but with patienc

,

I

you, gill be rewarded by an 4quarium that is both

'beautiful 'and .trouble free.

No single set of, rules will guarantee

the

successful setup-and o eration of a saltwater aquarium,: for there is more

than one way to achieve a well-balanced marine aquarium.
lets are only aids.

Books and pamphSuccess depends

This pamphlet will show you one way.

on you and the amount of time you are willing to give to your aquarium.
If you .do not .want to be totally involved,, then set up a large tank with
ha'rdy fish that can survive without a great deal of care.

However, if you

are willing to accent the cWallenge of some of the more delicate and rarer
A

tt-opicals, then you must, be willing to give more of yourself.

.Equipment

Basic and Optional

A saltwatet aquarium should be all glass or plastic, no smaller than

20 gallons for

the beginner.

. Remember, larger aquariums are generally

easier to take care 'of, but harder to set up initially..

You .must have a

sturdy stand or base that will support the aquariuni-, water, and habitat
weight.
"'Pounds-

For a 30 gallona4uarium, the weight will be a minimum of
You should also cut ,a 1/2" thick piece of styrofoam the same size

as4youraquarium base to be used as a,cushion.
',required

are

an

air

pump,

check valve,

Additional basic equipment

gang

valve,

air

line

tubing,

saltwater undergravel filter, glass cover, and fluorescent light.
Opt

1 equipment includes an outside power filter with dacron floss

and acts ate(' .carbon or an

ion-exchange

resin,

power pump, ant /or an ultraviolet purifier

heater,

an undergravel

(preferably with

above the 'water for easier maintenance and better efficiency).

tire

bulbs

Combination glass, metal, and slate aquAtums are

still safe

for

freshwater fish but should not be used for a marine aquarium, as seawater

reacts with the metal and slate causing rust and toxins, that can kill
marine fish and invertebrates.

The check valve

used to prevent back-

The undergravel filter is used

syphoning in the event of a power failure.

to support the bottom media above a water column to assure
circulation

thus

nitrifying

enabling

bacteria

to

carry

biological role of breaking down waste and organic matter.
undergravel filter designed for saltwater.

good water
out

their

Purchase an

The stems are larger and the

platform base higher than freshwater filters.

The undergravel power filter is a fairly new product and some data
ck

indicate it improves the efficiency of the undergravel filter and sets up
a current in the aquarium.

The outside power filter removes larger parti-

culate matter in suspension in the water.
water through the ultraviolet filter.

as well as

organics,

serving

its

It is also used to pump the

This filter helps to break down

two primary

functions:

control

disease caused by microorganisms and maintenance of good water quality.

of
I

believe the potential of the ultraviolet purifier has not yet been fully
I feel my system lets me do more with a saltwater aquarium than

realized.

just regular filtration.

It

published formulas recommend.
violet.

lets me put in more fish in one tank than
You cannot "overdose" a tank with ultra-

All research data have shown that it does not change the water

chemistry.

PREPARATIONS FOR SETTING UP AN AQUARIUM.
Parental

supervisfon

should

be

considered

with tyounger

because the combination of salt water and electricity

hobbyists

can lead to some

shocking experiences!
4

One of the first steps in setting up any new marine aquarium is to
collect reliable seawater.
natural seawater.

If you live near the ocean, you can collect

When you collect seawater from a shoreline or off a

bridge (as opposed to collecting offshore by boat), collect at high tide
and bOrsure to filter and age the water before using.
Filter

the water by running it through dacron floss and/or

fi,lrer paper, or a comparable finely meShed matefial.

the dark in a covered container for two

coffee

Age the water in

ut aeration.

Aging

a

helps

to kill many of the algae and microorganisms present in natural

seawater.

You can also make seawater by using one of the many brands of arti

ficial sea salts on the market.

When mixing artificial salts, use a 5

gallon bucket of warm tap water to help dissolve the salts more readily.
Pour the dissolved salts into your empty aquarium and add the rest of

your

tap water to bring the level within 4 inches of the top of the aquarium.

The use of natural or artificial seawater is
aquarists.

an area of debate with

Artificial seawater is easier to mix than natural seawater is

to collect, and it is no longer as expensive as it used .to

be.

Also,

reliable brands of sea salts eliminate most of the unknowns, especially
disease organism

and parasites, which are present in naturals seawa

In addition, it dos 'hot have to be filtered or, aged before use.
$

r.

The bottom medium for saltwater should be some type of carbonate
that prevents a dangerously low pH by maintaining the water
association with calcium ,carbonate.

Low pH

(an acidic

in

close

condition)

is

caused by oxidation, carbon dioxide production by the fish and other marine animals, and by bacterial action.

I prefer crushed shell for aquar-

iums with jawfish (they construct burrows

algae and crushed coral

in

the

(available commercially)

shell)
for

and calcified

other aquariums.

Dolomite can also be used, but is not as desirable a carbonate.

If you collect your bottom lmedia yourself, you will need to purify
it.

The same is true if you collect

Florida oolite rocks).

our own habitat (conch shells or

Bottom media purchased in pet stores need not be

purified, on J; rinsed before use.

The sa' techniques are used for puri-

fication of both bottom media and habitat.

You want to kill all organisms

on the collected material, so when you add
"sterile."

it

to

your aquarium it

is

All media should be gathered below the ,low tide line to avoid

contamination.

mesh or net with

The shell can be screened to size at
ag

size between 1/4 and 1/2 inch.

the "beach.

Use a

Shell smaller than 1/4

inches is undesirable because it can plug up the undergravel filter leav-

ing pockets barren of

the much needed nitrifying bacteria.

shells over 1 inch, except for accents.

Remember, when using large shells

for accent, such as conchs or helmets, be sure they are cut
good flow of water through them.

Eliminate

to, allow a

If the water does not circulate com-

pletely through these shells, gases can build up and be released into the
aquarium and cause mortalities.

With a bottom media of crushed coral and

calcified algae, the size should be smaller.

According to Dick Greenfield

(1978)1

a

3inch bed' of

1/3inch diameter

bottom medla

will

provide

twice the total surface for bacterial attachment than would the same depth

of 1/4inch gravel in the same aquarium.
using

a

2gallon plastic

bucket

(never

To purify the bottom media,
use

metal

when

working

with

materials for any saltwater aquarium), add about six handfuls of crushed
shell to the bucket, flush with fresh water and agitate until the waterflows clear.

After rinsing each batch, recombine the shell in a plastic

5gallon-bucket for further purification with bleach.

(For those of you

who have trouble finding 5gallon plastic b4ickets,try your local bakery,

L,donut shop, or fastfood restaurant.

They bring pie and donut" fillings,

pickles, etc., in these buckets and usually discard them wheempty.)
Fill the 5gallon bucket 3/4 full of shell and cover with fresh water

to which two cups of bleach have been added.
.

Two days later remove the

water and flush the shell again in the smaller plastic bucket and spreadLet dry for 4 to

the shell in a thin layer,on a sheet of plastic to dry.
6 days.

Your nose becomes your best test mechanism to see if the shell is

clean.

Take random handfuls and smell.

chlorine or "fishyness."
bags until needed.

There

should

be

no

hint

of

When the shell smells clean, store it in plastic

When you put the shell into the aquarium, it should be

wet again with a quick freshwater rinse to eliminate any "clouding" of the
water.

(Adding the wet shell eliminates any problems of "floaters" with

the smaller and lighter weight shells that sometimes do not settle to the
bottbm of the tank when they are dry.)

'Freshwater and Marine Aquarium 'Magazine,
November
90-92, 94, and December 1978: p.12 -14, 88-92.

R.

6

1978:

p.

12-14,

When cleaning rock, follow the same procedure.

Be sure to soak the

rock overnight 'in freshwater to kill worms and other invertebrate that use

the rock as habitat.

The next day, remove all worms and other inverte-

brates with .tweezers.

Let the rock air Ory.

Before any rock Caa be

placed in a marine tank, every piece of barnacle,
coral, and other organic matter must be removed.
away. any remaining organisms.

sponge, algae, sand

Use an ice pick to chip

After cleaning thoroughly, bleach the rock

-- -

as you did the shell, using-.,the same proportions of water and bleach.

and test(by smelling.

If, you have miss d any of the organic matter,

should appear darker than the natural color of the rock.
4

Dry
it

Reclean and

bleach, if neceSsary.

When choosing habitat rocks, remember to collect only those that are

free of iron and other metal contaminates, and those
ferent-sized holes for hiding:

that provide dif-

In Florida, oolite rock is fine.

If you

A

cannot or do tot care to collect rocks, yol will find a good array of safe

decorative rocks in any pet or aquarium

-hop.

Corals are protected by

both state and federal laws-.and must he purchased, ndt
United States.

collected

in

the

Check with local or state officials before collecting.

Some, areas are protected for everyone's future enjoyment.

If

7

PREPARING YOUR AQUARIUM FOR FISH

Before adding water, you must be certain your tank is well supported,

i.e., placed on a sturdy, strong base.

(Remember for a 30-gallon aquarCheck. the

ijm, your base must support-a minimum weight of 250 pounds.)
corners to see

if

level on al

the tank is

sides.

The 1/2-inch thick
stand

styrofoam hoard is placed between the aqbarium and the base of the

DO NOT

from uneven stress.

to cushion the aquarium and prevent breakage

rely on the styrofoam to compensate for a warped base.
With the aquarium stabilized, ,add

your seawater.

you are using

If

artificial sea salts, make sure your salts are all dissolved.

Do not add

your undergravel filter and media until you have your sea water in-the
tank.

Fill

tank 3/4 full,

the

then add the undergravel filter plates
Agitate all

(with the air line tubing measured and attached).

Gently sprinkle the bottom media (shell

from beneath the filter plates.

or crushed coral) over the top 'of the plates.

smaller pieces

from being forced

bottom media should
will

inhibit

into

Work carefully to prevent

the slits

of

the

platform.

lie on the surface without plugging

the operation of

bubbles

e

The

holes which
circula-

the bottom filter, destroying

tAn of water through the filtering media and causing pockets of hydrogen
sulfide.

Next add

the

habitat.

Consider

the

of

the

fish and

Will the fish have sufficient

invertebrates you will place in the tank.
cover to help prevent aggressive

requirements

behavior?

Try to arrange rocks, corals,

and such !o the setting appears as natural as possible-e

With thc habitat

completed, attach all remaining parts of the mechanical

filtering equip-

El

ment.

Air lines should be attached to the gang valve and that in turn to

a check valve on

the air pump (to prevent back syphoning).

The water

level can be topped off by gently pouring_ the remaint Pr of the seawater
into the tank.

Use a plate or your hand to le'Ssen the force of the water

on the bottom media.

Next, connect your ultraviolet filter to the (power

pump, start the syphonl on the power filter, and cover the tank.

Lasfly,

plug in the lights (fluorescent lights are recommended as they are cooler
and come in wavelengths that support plant growth).

tional, but not ready for fish.
biological

filter.

proceed slowly,

At

but

a

this

The aquarium needs time to balance its

point,

snail's

The system is opera':

pace,

it

requires

a

lot

of

patience

gives nitrifying bacteria in

to

the

bottom media an opportunity to establish themselves at levels capable of
handling waste from the fish you will add.
There

are

bacterdft

in

natural

seawater

and

with

multiply (but remember bacteria are slow growing).
or art ifical water, there are ways to

time

these

will

Whether using natural

introduce the needed bacteria:

by

adding gravel from an establishef aquarium into the new one, by using one
of the commercial starters, (if you use a commercial starter,- proceed with
caution
tank.

xn t all starters are alike), or by adding one hardy fish to the

OT add

a

freshwater

establishes a bacterial colony.

fish and hope

that

dies,

and

Instead try a damsel

They are excellent starters, will feed on anything, are

sive, and are very hardy.

rots,

The procedure doesn't work and instead is

a good way to foul a system, introducing disease.
fish.

it

inexpen-

The natural wastes from the damsel will add

nutrients which in turn help to "feed" the bacteria.

(I prefer to add one

just a pinch

ry food

portion o

to my new system a week before

I let it fall to the bottolii where it. acts as

introduce my' damsel fish.

To establish a balanced tank

"fertilizer" for bacteria in the gravel.)

Most experts recommend a three--

with artificial seawater takes longer..

week cycling period as nitrifying bacteria, multiply slowly,

1oWer

and

4 Av.

temperatures, acid water (low pH), high salinitlies, and lack of calcium
slow the process more.

.

I

hope you are °a proponent -of green algae (as

I am).

I,must 4mpha-

size how important algae is as a food supplement for some fish and as a
.

water conditioner for all

fish.

' Here are some passages from Frank de

Graaf's book Marine AquariumAluide (1973) about the importance of algae:

-The sahtwater aquarium ..(unlike the freshwater aquarium) can never
sustain sufficient growth of algae to absorb all the substances proAs a result, the aquarium water will gradually
duced by bacteria.
accumulate far. greater concentrations of all sorts of substances than
While the presence of algae can slow down this
seawater does
proceSs, it cannot altogether eliminate it .unless the hobbyist is
satisfied to keep.just 1 or 2 fishes swimming among luxuriant growths
.94WeLtes, phosphates, sulfates and even ammonia-- many
of algae
algae species absorb the latter inApreference to nitrates--to4ether
with other substances, are indispensable nutrients for algae; promoting an optimal:growth of green algae will thus help remove many such
The presence of green algae,
substances accumulating in the tank
on the other hand, is An indication that everything' is shipshape,
since their growth is impeded by an excess of aromatic amino acids and
In addition to absorbPhenols as well as a low. redox potential
ing orgarric substances and thus keeping the tank water healthy over a
By gtx,ok off
longer period of time, algae play yet another role.
algae
products),
considerably
(extra cellular
substances
certain
influence and improve thegeneral condition of fishes and inverteIt is a fact that in tanks that contain luxuriant algae
brates
growths or havean algae filter, fishes hardly ever get sick and show
Algae arc.yirtually indispensab14. in the
a better growth rate
marine aquarium."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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The algae should be introduced during the 2nd and 3rd week.

introduction of fish

the tank lights burning continuously until the
encourage algal growth.

Leave
to

A good supply of algae before the fish are added

will encourage its continued growth after the fish begin feeding upon it.

There are several Ways that you can promote algal growth.

I

prefer

to

take some scrapings from the glass of an established tank, and spread the
You can also borrow.a piece of "green"

pieces on rocks in the new setup.

/

coral or rock from a friend's tank and with a toothbrush, spread partiLes
of algae around your aquarium.

can also be used

There are several commdrcial products that

Once the fish have been introduced,

provide ample fertilizer for continued growth.
algae will dominate over green.

To prevent, this,

the

Remember,

waste will

and brown

I suggest that you treat

all water with ultraviolet before 'adding a pure culture of green algae.

In addition to the single celled algaes there are other algaes available

commercially such as

tlie

shaving

brush

(Penicillus

(Halimeda sp.) and feather plants (Caule-rpa
from your local pet store and planted.

sp.),

chain

linked

sp.) which can be purchased

When the two or three weeks cycling period is over, and the bacteria
is ready for

fish and invertebrates wastes, then it

community of

fishes

asked.

for

the

tank.

How many fish can I add?

The

is

time to choose a

following questions are

often

Which fish are the most compatible?

As

a very conservative rule, you can add one fish 1 inch or less for every
two

gallons

of

water,

but

with

the

ultraviolet

sterilizer

Sophisticated equipment, and some consideration for habitat
of the species you select, you have some latitude.

fish/2 gal. of water is not infallible.

and

other

requirements

The rule of 1inch of

The weight and volume of a fish

increases between the second and third power of

the length.

That

is,

a 4 inch fish creates a biological load in a tank closer to 4 times that
of the samq fish 2 inches long.

In short, you may be able to keep fewer

larger fish than size alone would indicate.
to

its limits, proceed cautiously.

If you plan to stock a tank

If you try for

the maximum number a

tank can hold, remember 10 add one fish at a time after you have reached
the conservative limit.

The point at whie.h you first get mortalities can-

be considered the maximum limit.

The fish you choose depends upon

a

number of factors: the size of your aquarium, the type of tank you prefer
(fish, invertebrate, or both), the area in which you live.

SELECTING YOUR FISH
As an illustration, let's assume that you are setting up ,a

30gallon

tank and from that point of view we'll consider several possibilities,
always keeping in mind the habitat requirements and behavior patterns of
the fish..

Marine fish occupy all levels, of the habitat from open water, coral
reef, grass flats, to the bottom substrate.

When considering habitats of
blennies and

marine tropicals, generally, jawfish are substrate dwellers,

grammas are rock dwellers, angelfish and butterflyfish are open water
that

"hole up"

in

fish

the rocks and coral at night, and dauselfish occupy

whole territories of rock, water, and substrate!

Behavior patterns and

habitat requirements are generally the same for both Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific fish, however, do better at a lower

species of the same families.

salinity and a lower temperature than Atlantic species.

considered by some people to
counterparts.

be

Because some of

far more colorful. than

They are also
their Atlantic

the marine tropicals such'as butterfly

fish) rock beauties, and tangs have very specific dietary requirements,

do not recommend their purchase if you cannot provide the proper
When you begin choosing fish, make decisions slowly.

available choices even

if

slowly, it is hard to fail.

this

is

your .first

I

foods.

There are lots of

tank' and

if

you proceed

One of the most popular groups of aquarium fish are the angelfish.
If you decide to put some angelfish in your tank

lent choice for beginners - be sure there
between species.

aggressive the smallest.

a definite size difference

is

The most docile should

and they are an excel-

be

the

largest and

the

most

Also, if you are going to have more than one of

any species (example 3 pigmy angelfish,'Centropygi argi), they should all
be added at the same time because certain species are aggressive especially towards each other.

Keep in mind some of the angelfish are cleaners in

their juvenile stages and other species grow to be quite large as adults.

Angelfish habitat requirements and behavior patterns are similar.

"hole-up' at night and during the day spend their time in front of
rocks and corals.
green algae

They like frozen brine shrimp, dried

basically an easy fish to get to feed.

They
the

foods and live

I would not suggest

more than 3 angelfish in a 30-gallon community aquarium.

Butterflyfishes are generally less hardy and more difficult to maintain

than

the angelfishes.

Some

of

the

Pacific species must

feed

on

polyps from specific types of coral in order to survive, while others_will

eat anything you put in the aquarium.

Usually butterflyfishes are not as

aggressive as angelfishes and thus should be
the same aqdarium.

the larger when both are in

Three of the six species available from the Atlantic

the home aquariums.

do very well

in

(Prognathodes

aculeatus),

banner (C. aya).
four-eye

(Chaetodon

the Atlantic
sendentarius'),

long nose
and

the

The spot fin (C. ocellatus), banded (C. stfiatus), and
capistratuS)

(C.

reef

the

They are

butterflyfishes

are

difficult

more

and

sometimes never start feeding well, if at all.

If you have a butterflyfish that is not feeding you might try using
an old bleached piece of coral (rose -coral works very well), and mash a,

small pece of raw shrimp into

the

coral and

place

that

in

the

tank.

Don't put too much shrimp on the coral as it does spoil and can foul the
tank.

If

the butterflyfish starts to feed you can increase th% size of
Another method to

the shrimp to match the food requirements of the fish.

stimulate feeding is to add live brine shrimp (Artemis salina) or frozen

brine shrimp thawed and soaked 'in an appetite stimulant.
butterflyfish car

''Up

to

three

be considered for a 30. gallon aquarium.

Other options for middle tank dwellers (besides angelfish and butterfly

fish)

that

should

be

considered are

squirrelfish, and big eyes.

These

hogfish,

tangs,

cardinalfish,

latter three are reef dwellers

live under rock ledges during the d47 and come out at night.

that,

As a result,

they do note do well'in brightly lit areas but are good fish in home aquar-

iums where ledges are provided.
habitat.

Tangs are herbivores

in

their natural

This means they are plant eaters and require algae

amounts to be happy and to do well.

in

large

They will eat dry foods and frozen

brine but need algae to maintain color and proper diet.

Hogfish, wrasses,

small sea basses and groupers (Serranids) all are good feeders and are
very hardy.

they do develop a

Keep in mind, as serranids get bigger,

taste for smaller fish!

One to three of any of the many options from the

middle tank dweller will enhance a 30-gallon aquarium,
they are .so brightly colored.

2 1.
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htpecially since

Fish living on the bottom are probably the most popular; good choices

would be found among the various species of jawfish and worm gobies.

30-gallon tank can handle up

to

six.

Jawfish are

a good choice,

\

add

activity to any tank, have been known to spawn in a Community tank, and

are all hardy and good feeders.
jawfish is the bottom substrate.

The most

important consideration for

Jawfish and worm gobies need shells, or

coral pieces to structure holes in the bottom of !the tank.

If you use a

"soft" media, such as the finely crushed coral sold commercially, then you
1

must provide them with some decorative clam shells or flat rocks to hide
under.

If

jawfish are unhappy with their

surface and Iodic for a way out of the tank.
much to your distress!

they will go

to

the

They usually succeed, too

Bottom dwellers are also notorious for rearranging

an aquarium, moving bottom media,
desires.

"home"

shells,

plants,

etc.,

to

suit

their

If you,don't want your aquarium rearranged regularly, do not put

jawfish, worm gobies, or othev bottom dwellers in your system.

Use hermit

crabs and brittle starfish instead.

RoclAdwellers are also good and possibilities include neon gobies,
other gobies, basslets, clinnids, hawkfish, and blennies.

The neon goby

is a cleaner fish4 and a pair can be both attractive and functional.

They

will establish a cleaning station, much as in nature, and have been known

to spawn in a closed system.

Another choice is the basslets, including

the royal grammas (Gramma loreto) and the blackcap basslets (G. melacara).

2r
1

(/

If you are

kind.

These are aggressive fish, especially among their

going to put in more than one gramma or blackcap bas let they must all be
4

4

Once established, the first "arrivals will

introduced at the same time.

kill any new basslets introduced.

Grammas live tinder ledges in yOur tank

them swimming upside down.

Other rock

dweller choices can be made as much on color as on species.

Blennies and

and

it

is

not unusual

to

see

.

jawfish are incompatible in the tame aquarium )Kid may create some pro
blems, so you may want'to consider one of the other rock dweller species
if you intend to keep jawfish.

Damsel fish are the one group of fishes that will live, grow, and
spawn in nearly anyone's tank.

and do well in any system.

They are very hardy, almost indestructible

If there is a drawback,

aggressive and extremely territorial.
them.

it

is

You must remember to leave room for

If you plan to introduce damsels-, remember that each fish requires

considerable bottom and rock area as a part of its habitat.
Some

that they are

of

the

least

aggressive

damsels

are

the

saffron

Plan for it.
(Eupomacentrus

planifrons), honey gregory (E. mellis), the salt and pepper (E. partitus),

and blue and green reefs (Chromis sp.).

they are the smallest fish in the tank.
size.

If you add damsels,

be certain

You needn't worry about

their

Damsels are very competent at taking care of themselves even with
4'

fish ten times their size.

Invertebrates can also be added 'rpecially the hardy species.

choices include banded coral shrimp,

sea anemones,

Some

brittle and serpent

starfish, small hermit crabs (but not arrow crabs since they like to eat

fish at night), as well as many of

the smaller molluscs and bivalves.

Invertebrates make for a more successful aquarium.
quality by their filter feeding activities.
make good bottom cleaners..

,

Anemones aid water

Hermit crabs and starfish

They eat the food missed by the fish.

Mol-

luscs such as flame scallops and spiny oysters are also good water filter

feeders while small octopus and Jive olive or margin shells burrow into
the media and keep it clean of large debris.

All invertebrates add to the

basic balance of a saltwater aquarium as well as making a more interesting
tank.

A suggested groupiq of fish and invertebrates for a 30-gallon marine
aquarium:
Invertebrates

1
1
1
1
2
2

Fish

pair banded coral shrimp
pair pistol shrimp with spiral anemone
small hermit crab
small starfish or brittle starfish
sea anemones
flame scallops.

1 pair neon gobies
2 jawfish or worm gobies
1 cardinalfish or
hawkfish
1 butterfly
1 hogfish
2 Centropyge species of
angelfish
2 basslets

1 margin, shell

Marine algae such as Penicillus species
Halimeda species and Cauleupa species

24
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Do not add all of these fish and invertebrates all at once.

then

your system is set up andiieady, you can add your algae, pistol shrimp and

spiral anemone, and starfish as well as your cardinal fish or hawkfish.
Ten days later add your hermit crab, margin shell, and sea anemone and two

Ten to fourteen days later, add the remaining invertebrates,

basslets.

Add the centropyge species two

neon gobies; butterflyfish and hogfish.

Remember,

weeks. later as they are the most aggressive of this selection.
any

before

fish

is

placed

in

your

aquarium,

main

they

should

be

quarantined in a medicine tank first.

k

GENERAL MAINTENANCE, FEEDING, AND MEDICATIONS
No

knows precisely

one

marine fish.
. guidelines

the

for

best .temperatures

Safe ranges are found hit or miss,

exotic

tropical

but there are certain

that work and certain rules that keeR problems to a minimum.

Both Atlantic and Pacific tropicals will do well in temperatures as

70°-75°F (21°-24°C), and

in my own

tanks

I

keep Atlantic tropicals at

The most

temperatures between 80°-82°F (26°-27°C).

important factor

no matter what range.

Maintenance of a stable temperature

low as

tions of more than a few degrees should always

be avoided.

variation can cause stress and encourage disease.

is

Daily variaA

5 degree'.,

Buy a good heater and a

reliable thermometer, and keep variation to a minimum year round.
Clean water is essential.

Change the volume by 1/4 at least once a

month, especially in smaller tanks.

The color of the water can be a good

indicator of the "health" of the tank.

When it begins to yellow and lose

its crystal clear look, a water change is overdue.

9
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If you want
remember one

replace the water volume lost through.eilaporation,

to

fact:

,the

liquid has evaporated,

but

salts

the

remain.

Therefore, replace the 'lost volume with distilled or aged tap water.

your hydrometer

to

check salinity

ih

the

talk.

The

hydrometer

Use

will

-

indicate when the salinity had dropped enough to use seawater instead of
tap water.

Optimum salinities are 1020-1025 at 75°-80°F.

Do not overfeed. I feed my fish and invertebrates twice a day, and I
believe

it

is better

to

large feeding each day.

fish will be.

feed small amounts more often rather

than one

The more you can vary the diet, the healthier the

I prefer to feed frozen and live brine-shrimp (both baby

arfd adult forms) daily, a dry food once or twice a week, and keep marine

algae in the tank.

Marine algae and plankton (live,

dried) are good food sources.
bright,.

frozen, or freeze

They help to keep the colors of

the fish

In addition, algae is a necessary part of the diet of tangs and

parrotfish.

Other fooA to consider are chopped

beef

heart,

shrimp,

dysters and clams, freeze dried foods such as krill euphausids, tubifex
worms, and micro- and macro-plankton (which includes rotifers).

When feeding invertebrates, remember that some are filter feeders and

feed only at night.

I use live baby brine shrimp which

tank after the lights are off.

featherduster worms.

I

place in

the

Clam juice is good for flame scallops and

Liquid fry

and finely crushed dryfoods are also

very' goOd for gorgobians..
.

research

within

With the continuing advancements

marine

the

product
are

companies

many

industry,

aivarium

In

.developing foods and'diets- to maintain many.more fish and

invertebrates

successfully.
One

of

the 'most common calls

that

occur

where

there

appear,

the

tank may

go

and

bad

fish 011

a

(although, fast preventative action can result

fish

no

in

in

an

Shortly after the

aquarium, often due to fouling of water by overfeeding.
copepods

build-up

bacterial

a., high

is

have'

The bugs are non-parasitic

little white "bugs" crawling on the glass.
copepods

from- People who

receive are

1

might

result
This

loses).

can be corrected by an immediate water'ehange of at least 1/2 the volume.
the bottom media

AS you change the water, Agitate

remove

to

the excess

food waste.

Another common question I am asked is, "What do
'fish?"

I

do with diseased

fish are sick,

Never bedicate:in your main tank.

reillOVe

them

'

to a "hospital" tank (a 5-- or 10-gallon. aAuartum).

Afiledicine tank is set up with ail undergravel filter, bottom media,
and habitat.

Using the copper test

A copper test kit.is also.flcessary.

kit and yeUr c:dpper,sulfate solution, stabilize the tank to
millio n).

Copper

sulfate will combine with

the

ppm (parts.
your

carbonates

,

hOitat and bottom media); ,with each 'temperaedre and/or

caill .gd.back into sOlutin.

,

However,, some of the more

.copper medications'.(such as Copper' Power)
combitie or.precipitate out as readily.

pH change,

stay.

in

solution and

'

the

recent
do

not

Copper can also distress or kill.

ffi

invertebrates as t,heir:tOleranc&Jor, coplier,:iS:even legs

21

than fiSh:.

All

tish (collected or purchased) should be' belch in quarantine
one

week

het ore

moved

are

they

Your

to

main

aquarium.

for at

least

While

under

quarantine, their f6od should he treated with a broad spectrum antibiotic
solution (such as

INTRACURF, which is sold as internal medication

in

pet

stores).
To

make

vour

sulfate 'crystals

copper

own
(CuSO4.

IHO)

5

and

solution,
3

This will make a

ml of distilled water.

drop/gallon water.

sultate

Keep

in

mind

that

citric

g

dissolve
acid

10

g

crystals

copper
in

100

100 solution which is added at

20 gallon aquarium does

a

1

not

contain 2t) gallons of water when bottom media and habitat have been added.

A cure commonly recommended is to increase the temperaturt,.
sounds good-,

the advice

is

had.

(1)

It

puts

the

fish under

stress which means the disease gets a better foothold.
cause the disease to -burn- itself out
takes at

least

in

5,

(2)

While it
tremendous

It

does not

7, or 8 days as claimed.

It

14 days in high temperatures to stop most disease cycles.

In all cases, increased heat Only compounds the problem.
There

an excellent book-on the treatment of marine fish diseases,

Dr. Kingsf(rd's,Treatment of Exotic Marine Fish Diseases, which gives the
I

methods to cure various diseases, the duration of treatment, and the concentrations of chemicals required to effect a cure.
Remember that disease spotti, wounds, and frayed tins do not disappear

or heal instantly.

It will take

2,

3 or more days for

the situation to

clear up and in some cases, it may require a second treatment a week later
to 'remove all traces of the disease.
important

because

it

attacks

This is why an ultraviolet system is

disease

causing

organisms

in

the

water

column, preventing them from passing from one fish to another while main-

taining good watet quality.

In addition, germicidal ultraviolet lights

22

are capable of breaking down organic matter

in the water without changing

the basic water chemistry', and you cannot overdose with ultraviolet.
one

important

point

to

always

remember

exposure

is

ultraviolet light can cause blindness to you or
the light must be shielded when

it

the

is turned on.

the time and replace the bulbs once a year.

1

I

feel

to

germicidal

the

fish and

The

that

is why

run my UV system all
it

is

the ultraviolet

that has permitted me to keep fish tor 6-7 years Without any medication or
treatment

special

and

maintain more

fish /tank

than

general

filtration

calculations suggest.

The best way to prevent disease

is

to choose your fish carefully.

It

von dive for your own, collect them from clean water areas and do a preventative dip and medicate them before you introduce new fish to your main
tank.

Learn about a pet store before you buy fish.

will work with you.

You should expect healthy fish and

von place them in a balanced tank.

ing before you purchase them.

new shipments until

A good store owner
long survival 'if

It you can, he sure the fish are feed-

Most good aquarium stores hold

from

fish

they have been medicated and are actively feeding.

Remember that you have an obligation to your pet store 6wner, as well.

It

you gout and do something wrong, don't blame it on the store.
One of the little tricks I do with store bought fish is in the manner
in which

I

acclimate them to my tanks.

I

float them in their sealed bags

in my medicine tank until I feel the water temperatures are both the same.
Then,

I open the bagged fish and add some of my tank water to

it

being

very careful not to get any of the pet store water into my tank, wait

15

minutes and then pour out and discard all the water in the bag, catching
the fish in a net and put only the fish into the medicine tank.

Most pet

stores doing good business have two or three shipments 'ortsources of fish

?3

each week and medicate their systems.

I do nopt want any of the problems

they might have inherited from their shippers nor do I want their
medications to upset my tank, so I don't mix their water with
sks

mine.

There are lots of excellent marine disease treat-

Ments on the commercial market.

Try them and find

out which best serves your setup and situation.
Saltwater aquariums can be a rewarding,
satisfying hobby.

There are more than

600 members of the Florida Marine
Aquarium Society in the Miami
area alone and there are
thousands of hobbyists

across the country who are
very, willing to help and share

4

;11:1111

4 h p"i
1
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their ideas, techniques,, and enthusiasm with you.

If you follow the ideas I've outlined,

you should discover the pleasures and joys of a
saltwater aquarium.

And

est of all, you should have

success with the fewest possible problems.

GOOD LUCK AND MUCH PLEASURE WITH YOUR NEW HOBBY!

M1

Books that Help...

Anemonefishes, Dr. Gerald R. Allen, T.F.H. Publications.
Anemonefishes of the World, Dr. Gerald R. Allen, Aquarium Systems, Mentor,
Ohio.

Damselfishes of the South Seas, Dr. Gerald R. Allen, T.F.H. Publications.
Butterflyfishes and Angelfishes, Vol. 2, Dr. Gerald R. Allen, Wiley
Interscience Publications.
Butterflyfishes of the World, Dr. Warren E. Burgess, T.F.R. Publications.
Pacific Marine Fishes, Books 1-7, Dr. Warren E. Burgess and Dr. He.rbert R.
Axelrod, F.F.H. Publications.

Caribbean Reef Invertebrates and Plants, Dr. Patrick Colin, T.F.H.
Publications.
Neon Gobies, Dr. Patrick Colin, T.F.H. Publications.
The Marine Aquarium in Theory and Practice, Dr. C.W. EmmensR T.F.H.
Publications.
Marine Aquarium, Frank de Graaf, Pet Library.
The Tropical Marine Aquarium, Vincent B. Hargreaves, McGraw Hill.

Treatment of Exotic Marine Fish iseases and The Marine Aquarium
Compatibility Guide, Dr. Kingsford, M.D., The Palmetto Publishing Co.
Fish and Invertebrate Culture, Dr. Steve Spotte, Wiley

Interscience.

Marine Aquarium Keeping, Dr. Steve Spotte, Wiley Interscience.
Butterfly and Angelfishes of the World,'Vol.,1, Roger C. Steene, Wiley
Interscience Publications.
Reef fish.

Ronald E. Thresher, Palmetto Publishing Co.

The Saltwater Aquarium Manual.

Dr. Robert Valenti, Aquarium Stock C

Tropical Marine Invertebrates of South Florida and the Bahama Islands,
Warren Zeiller, John C. Wiley and Sons.
Tropical Marine Fishes, Warren Zeiller, A.B. Barnes Publisher.
Monthila Magazines

Freshwater and Marine Aquarium Magazine, Subscription Dept., P.O. Box 487,
Sierra Madre, CA 91024.
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INTRODUCTION

Living in close association with coral reefs of the Florida Keys are
a wide assortment of interesting and beautiful fishes that are collected for
Exhibition of these fish in aquaria prodisplay in home or public aquaria.
vide hours of entertainment, and for landlocked Americans, provides an
To many, these
educational experience that would otherwise be unavailable.
abundant, brightly colored fishes, with their interesting behavoral patterns,
are an integral part, of the beauty and fascinating biological complexity
This paper presents a summation
associated with tropical coral communities.
of our current understanding of the biology of 8 major families (30 species)
of fishes that are of primary importance to the aquarium industry and which
are collected in the Florida Keys.

.

This task was primarily undertaken to provide a basis to evaluate what
This was deemed a logica.1 first step
we presentlyJ<now about these fishes.
in addressing the question of whether increasing fish collecting would affect
natural abundance--a question being increasingly voiced by concerned citizens.
A description of the collection industry and preliminary 'analysis of its
magnitude has also been prepared by the present writers (Hess and Stevely,
197,8, The Aquarium Reef Fish Collecting Industry of Monroe County.: Monroe
County Florida Cooperative Extension Service, unpublished).
Summarizing and organizing all existing information on 30 species of
fishes was a somewhat taxing problem, and the reader will benefit from a few
pointers on how this paper can best be used. Because the use of non-familiar
technical language cannot always be avoided, Appendix A, an illustrative
definition of many technical phrases,-has been included (parenthetical Roman
Numerals'within the text refer the reader to the appropriate definition in
Maps showing the areas referred.to in the Caribbean and Florida
Appendix A).
Keys (Appendix B), andoillustrations of invertebrates and plants commonly
Lengthy, detailed
mentioned in the text (Appendix C) are also included.
information is presented in some sections of the paper. Therefore, the reader
not interested in such coverage may best be served by skipping over these
sections, or by using the paper as a valuable reference--providing valuable
information when a particular question arises. An extensive bibliography
provides those seeking additional information with a valuable introduction
to the available literature.
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1.

CHAIIODONTIDAE:

ANGELFISHES AND BUTTERFLYFISHES

Angelfishes and Butterflyfishes are brightly colored fishes associated
with coral reefs around the world.
BeCause oftheir beautiful coloration
and interesting shapes, they are popular aquariulfishes.
Presently, the
angelfishes dominate the aquarium fish market in the Keys.
They are among
the few species collected in these waters that can compete in popularity with
Indo-Pacific and Pacific imported fishes.
Juvenile angelfishes exceeding
two inches in length seem to fare best on the aquarium mar
smaller fishes
have very specific food requirements and frequently will die in captivity.
All angelfishes and butterflyfishes require small morsels of food, are slow
eaters, require clean salt water, and hiding places.
-I?.;

1.1

Description of the Commercially Valuable Species and Their
Biogeography.

The name Chaetodontidae is derived from Greek words meaning "bristle
tooth" or "hair tooth".
These disc-shaped fishes have small protractile
(capable of being thrust out) mouths, with slender, brush-like teeth (III).
Two important subfamilies are recognized:
Vodontinae (butterflyfishes)
and Pomacanthinae (angelfishes). Burgess (1
elevated angelfishes to the
family Pomacanthiniae, leaving butterflyfishes as the family Chaetodontidae,
but the movement is still debated among ichthyologists.
Butterflyfishes and juvenile angelfishes have evolved an'interesting form
of disruptive coloration: prominent dark vertical stripes and/or a dark spot
neartthe caudal fin. This may be of considerable adaptive significance.
The coloration breaks up continuity of shape, and more imliortantly, the stripe
through the eye and the dark spot near the caudal fin (which resembles an eye)
may confuse a predator.
Since predators frequently home in on the eyes of
prey during attack, the predator, confusing the spot for an eye, may attack
the rear of the fish and misjudge the anticipated direction of flight.
Angelfishes
teen Angelfish, Ilolacanthus ciliaris Linnaeus 1758

A

The Queen angelfish is purplish-blue with an orange-yellow trim on the
scales.
Above the eye is a dark blue area; below it, a greenish-yellow area.
The mouth, chin, throat, and abdomen are purplish-blue.
On the forehead there

3
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is a large distinct blue-edged spot (A), there is a bright blue blotth on
the gill cover (B),, and a blue and black blotch at the pectoral fin base (C).
The paired fins are yellow, the caudal fin orange-yellow, and the dorsal and
anal fins grange with blue edges (D). The brilliant blue and yellow distinguish
it from all other angelfishes except the Blue angelfish, which is similar in
appearance but lacks the blue-edged black spot (A) and has a yellow rim only
The Queen
Adults reach 46 cm (18 in.) in length.
around its blue caudal fin.
angelfish occurs throughout tropical waters, including the southern Gulf of
Mexico, and from the coast\of Florida to Brazil.
Juvenile Queen angelfish have three light blue bars on the body (A), and
As the fish grow,,,
There is a dark band through the eye.
two on the head (B).
these bands increase in number, then gradually disappear.
Blue Angelfish, Holacanthus bermudensis Jordan and Rutter 1898

A

The Blue angelfish has yellowish-brown to purplish-brown scales with Ole
edges. he dorsal and anal fins have blue margins (A):except the ends are
yellow. The caudal fin is yellow at the end (B), but darker toward the base.
The pectoral fins have blue at their base (C), a yellow band (D), and then
turn transparent. There is a large, prominent preopercular spine (C) and
several smaller spines which are all blue. The adults reach 46 cm (18 in.)
The Blue angelfish occurs in the West Indies, Bermuda, Florida,
in length.
and the Gulf of Mexico.
Juveniles have a yellow ceudal fin (A), blue bars on the body and head (0),
and a darkfarea between the two bars on the head (C), as do juvenile Queen
angelfishes. The two can de differentiated by the second body-bar which is
straight in the juvenile Blue angelfish (D) and curved in the juvenile Queen
angelfish.
Gray Angelfish, Pomatanthus arcuatus Linhaeus 1787
The scales of the Gray angelfish are edged in light brown, the larger
scales having a dark brownish-gray spot in the center.' The caudal fin has a
lightish border (A), the inside of the pectoral fins are yellow (B), and the
dorsal and anal fins prolonged in adults and sub-adults (C). There is a large
The adult Gray
spine on the preopercule (D) and the lips are white (C).
a.ngelfish may reach 50 cm (24 in.) in length. The Grey angelfir3h4s found on
both sides of the Atlantic, on the western side from New FnoLind In Prazil,,
This species has been introduced ini(')
including the Gulf of Mexico.
Bermuda.
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Juveniles differ tremendously in coloration. The young are black with
two light yellow bars on the body (A), and two yellow bars on the head (B).
The caudal fin has two yellow bars (C) with a black area inside. The bars
may be present in older juveniles even after the spotted brown adult color
is gained.
French Angelfish, Pomacanthus paru Bloch 1787

A

C

A

B

The French angelfish is primarily black; however, the scales of the bodY
are rimmed with golden yellow. The dorsal fin filament is yellow (A), the
Maximum size for the
chin whitish (B), and the outer iris is yellow (C).
The
French
angelfish
is found on both
Freelch angelfish is 41 cm (16 in.).
sides of the Atlantic, in the western Atlantic from the Bahamas and Florida
This species has been introduced into Bermuda.
to southeast Brazil.
0

Juvenile, French angelfish strongly resemble juvenile Gray angelfish, the
body black with yellow stripes (A);' however, the juvenile French angelfish
has a round black spot in the caudal fin (B) whereas, in the-juvenile Gray
angelfish, this spot is rectangular. The center yellow nose stripeson a
juvenile French angelfish stops at the upper lip while it continues through
the lower lip on a Grey angelfish juvenile.

Rock Beauty

Holacanthus tricolor Bloch 1795

In the Rock Beauty, the back half of the fish is black (A)'; the remainder
The Front margins, of the anal fin (B) and the edge of the gill cover
ellow.
There are bright blue areas on the upper and lower parts of
are orange (C).
The
Adults of this species attain 30 cm (12 in.) in length.
the iris (D).
Rock Beauty is found in Bermuda, the Bahamas, and from Florida to Brazil.

Juveniles of about 2 cm (1 in.) in length are entirely yellow except for
a blue-edged black spot (A) that, with age, increases in size until it covers
most of the body in the adult.
Butterflyfishes

Foureye Butterflyfish, Chaetodon capistratus Linnaeus 1758
During daylight hour's, the Foureyc butterflyfish .is:lightquay to pale yellowish On the"
'sets of diagonal dark lines (A) cover
much'of the body; a-black bar cuts through the
eye (B); and there is a large white-edged black
spot in the rear (C). During the evening, this
species displays two broad, dusky bars on each
side, to blend into coral cravices where it hides.
The Foureye butterflyfish groWs to 10 Fm (4° in.)

It is found from:Massachs to
in length.
the Lesser Antilles in the Western Att.intic and
in the Gulf of Mexico.
A

Spotfin Butterflyfish,- Chaetodon ocellatus Bloch 1860
The SpoCfineb;utterflyfish has a white body,
with the dorsal, pelvic, anal, a rid caudal Fins
There 7158 black bar through the eye (A,),.
yellow.
and a large black spot in the dorsal fin
.A narrow yellow bar is located along:the gill
This species grows to 18-20 cm
opening (C).
(7-8 in.) and -,is the largest butterflyfish in the
The Spotfin butterflyfish is found
Florida Keys.
from MassochuSetts to Brazil, and in the Gulf
nT'Mexico.

Reef Butterflyfish, Chaetodon sedenterius Poey 1860
The coloration of the Reef butterflyfish 'is
white; however, the upper part of the body is
There is,,agbck bar through the eye (A),
yellow.
and a broader dark area near :the tail (B). The
rear side of the dorsal and anal fintare rounded
This species reaches 14 cm (5.5. in.) in
(C)
The Reef butterflyfish occurs from North,
length.
Carolina toFlorida, in the West Indies, the
Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico.

Banded Butterflyfish, Chaetodon striatus Linnaeus 1758
'The Banded.t utter.flyfish 'is white and has

the:sae'.diagonal dail<gines (A) as the Fooreye
j)uttertlyfish.
In addition, two broad black
bars ale.' on' the side of the body (B) and.

lessAi'Stinct bar is in the rear of the body (C).
'Againf.a,dark bar cuts through the eye (D) and
there are bands in the dorsal, anal, and caudal
finS (E)..
This species reaches 15 cm (6 in.)
in length. The Banded butterflyfish.occurs on
both. slaes of the Atlantic; on the western side
from Ncw jersey to Brail, and in the Gulf of
Mexico.
A

Habitatin the 'Florida Keys.

'1:2'

In the Florida Keys, researchers'have described'-the habitat of angelfishes
.(Feddern 1968, Straughan 1973) and butterfWiShesjStraughan 1973).
Unless
.0tIllawise' noted.- the following habitat descriPtiOns..:are taken from these

Angelfishes
Feddern (1968) described five habitats of angelfis es\,in the upper Florida
Keys:
1

1)

Inshore channel habitat: Fairly uniform rock bottom, a few sandy
spots, abundant growth of Finger coral (Porites sp.), gorgonians,
and calcareous algae (Halimeda sp.).:, Currents are swift during
flood'and ebb tides, the water turbid.
1

,
,

.

.

.

2)

Bridge pilings: Sandy or-smooth rock bottom with sponges, algae,
coral, and otherjoulingeTganisms which occur primarily on the pilings
themselves.
Currents are extremely swift.,watlarity is dependent
on the tide..4:
'.

,-.

3)
i

.

I

Coral heads: Cott heads up to 3 m (10 ft.) across, 3 to 6 m (10.
deP h,with extensive sponge growth wer.e.sampleCoral
to 20 ft
heads 'were.primarily Star corral (Montastrea annularis),:a boulderlike species that, thrives ,.
J.Winshore areas (Hawk's Channel):.

,

.

.
.

Five to 8. km (31.4-ri.) offshore with 1 to 6 m (3 to 19 ft.
'egns.sted of very eroded rock denselyJ' of water overhead. Bott
There are many attached and en- -..(
covered with algae and orgonians.
...crusting sponges,Thn
ire coral (Millopora sp.).
)"..

Reef top:

:Deep reef:

The deep reef occurs on .a steep .slope 18-33 m (54-99 ILA
It consists of eroded rock with Channels and supports 116'
dense growth of corals, gorgonians; sponges, and sparse algae.

:in depth.

Feddern commented on juvenile and Pun angelfish distribution in general,
:*.&4nd pointed out that juveniles are commonly found solitarily in and around
.

411
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colonies of Jrriitier sponge (Neopetrosira sp. ) and Fire coral., and that t hey
seldom venture into open waters. Adults are Found around large oh jerks :iach
s".roct<'s ,- ledges, pilings, and 'coral heads, nod swim more freely in open
Causey (pers. commun.), has reported similar observat ions.
f ish :

Queen

ist

Jtiv.erri les ,aLe...eweciiilly itiundiirtt

and on the outer.:

cot

,

idcji3

Queen angel F ish are 1.39iniion a.r

Ft

on

the 'reel top habitat.

.7:Brue Angelfish: Blue angelf ish
'channel habitats ( they dominOte tinge if ish
pilings) and are common on coral heads and

;3hallOw

water and

Lion:3 presenCon Hridge

.

auter...ree.IS . !Araiiiiiiin F 1`)75)
reported the highest concentrations of angeIliSlies'or the hr idge p i 1 ings

Gray angelfish occur on the bridge pilings; however, they
are most prevalent on the coral heads and near shore patch environments.
sitiven Ow;
This spec ies' occurs occasionally on t he reef trap -and. deep reef
cyan be Found in the inshore channels as we I1
Gray Ange It'1Sh:

French, Angelfish:

French angelfish occur on the bi- idge..p it jogs and occur

occasionally in all other habitats.
the Wick Beauty is found in coral rocky arpas, If f ;hove in out er
habitats. It is also Found in the mid-channel reet,:: (a shallow '1PF-f

'Rnck Beauty:
144-

rem 'running through the middle of Hawk 's Channel.).
But t elf lyf ishes

Foureye But terf lyf ish:

This species is found in sha 1 low 13purige flats and

around Finger coral as juveniles, as well as in Hawk's Channel, and around
Staghorn coral (Acropora cervicornis) as adults. In the MIFM('S Mnniji!;, flu
t.oiireye but tort- tyf ish can he found in extremely shallow water, espen is I y
this is the, most
(D iadema ant 1 1 larm) .
around the Long-spined sea
I

common butt erf lyfish in the Itohaiiiiii; Ittohlke and Chapt in

It. i s common

)

160 dii Keys f rum I he jpkckc mint ry (Gulf- side '0,:f

p tent till I' here,

tie

Kr:ys) to the At lint
This species is Inca I I y abundant in shut I ow water in
the GprirCc)- through fall, and on the outer reels year round.

Spoti.irOtutterflyfish:

I,BUtter(-1y.fi. is ibis f.;Pecien, seems to prefer rhe .30-5H
deeper. waters ,find is locally common On the. outer

Bc

m.

(AM- I `Ai f t.;

.

.

this per le!
Like I he fiRit.f iirbutter1).yri
1yf
I.I
le outer 11'11 ';
r1(1
:.oil
in sha low waters in the spring thi'01:1(01

Branded

F ciod

('°

i Ls

1901) ilesnr Hied ange LI Hiles
However, fir, found
the percent age of sponge consumed k/;11' ied with ,spet its rind hurt, i I at , with
AngelIishe:.3 Feed pr imar i I y on sponges.

as the most, important sponge teederf', in south

I edderri
I

lor

d;

.

I

-

4

\

non-spinge writion of the diet consisting of algae. He further noted thst
althmn tithe hock tieauty, Queen, and Blue ange4r1shiconsumed primarily sponge,
the Frfinob aod_Lraye,aaixifish_consumed varying. amounts:of sponge aacial4ac,
depending on habitat' sampled.

Randall (1967) reported angelfishes to prefer sponges with siliceous
spicules (small glass-like particles, V) which are eaten Suc1cef;Sfully
because a Lough mucous is secreted around the food mass to preWet the
stomach. the tiro major types of sponge eaten by angelfishes haIie a low
spicplecontentrelative to organic matter, reducing the spicule effect
soMewhat; but they -have a large amount of fibrous protein material in the
form of spongin, making digestion difficult (Randall and Hartman 1968).
Like adults, juvenile angelfish consume sponge and algae. however,
Ibis
juveniles may also feed by picking parasites (IV) off larger fishes.
interesting biological relationship is referred to as "cleaning" and is seen
Randall ('1967) reported filaments of
in many marine animals. (Holson 1969).
Feddern (1968) found siMila,t,
algae and copepods in young angelfishes.
stomach contents in adults and juveniles and reported parasite pickinq.le
be a Small portion of the diet.
the butterflyfishes, according to Randall (1967, 196(3), fed primarily
of polychaete worms and roanthonsans (colonial sea anemonles).
Brooks (1975) found that butterflyfishes fed primarily on
A levizon arid
a
these fishes have long, thin snouts, well adapted to. a
coral polyps.
picking habit that perm i=ts them to snip coral polyps, from the coral surface.
on

tentacles

.

.1' r[icin t.

ion

there are few reports of predation on angelfishes and bi.itterflyfishes
HoAver, Dragovich (1959, VTIO as cited in Aiken 1975)
litorature.
reported juveniles consumed by seven species of At lantic tunas, especially
the Skipjack (Katsuwanus pelamis) and Yellowlin (lhunnus albacores).
Randall_ (1967) recorded a Rock Beauty in the stomach of the Dog Snapper

in fhe

utjanus jocu) .
1.5

Reproduction

Mill I

.

1973

A i14.14-1

.LifiK, icon wit er±g-zind

f

of ud ierl,

reproduce ive act iv i

I

y was

stud

1975)
111;.it,

arty )11 i sties and but t. or f 1 y--

in more than 4U

apparent

i n

S i

t

I

[mint hs.

of the species
Max imam spawn ing

act iv i ty (inurred between 1)eceintier and flaunt).

Many tnnes in the liteinture, these f ishes hmv,i; been reported to IPHVPI

in pairs (Pehlke Mid Chapin) 1968; Randall 1968; Straughan 1975; and Aiken

lic!;e pairs seem to form and reform; there is no evidence of a
permanent pair bond (Moe, pers. C0111611.). No large spawning aggregat ions:
1;traughan (1973) reported the Blue angelfisn;spawnilv)
nave been described.
inner sponge and dense beds of f inner coral, a); well' as
in the area of
1`)15).

-

1

;11.(pil,(1

large Ioggerheyrd );pnnije;

(Splic)r

nespar i a).

'Arai'ighan

( 19 /3)

:indicated similar spawning habitats for other angel( ishes and butterflyfishes.

Since these fishes lack intromittent'organS, fertilizAtiOhAs:pi:obablj/.;
There appears to be little moveMent.frothjhOhorile
external (Aiken 1975)..-.
ranges of angelfishes and butterTIMSEes duriiiTspawning TTausey;yrirs. sunrniun. Y.

Aiken (1975) estimated the number of eggs in ovarieSof seven speciesAof
Chaetodontids and concluded that, butteTflyfishes produce more eggs per unit of
body weight compared to angelfishes. Number of eggs produced per individual
was usually in the tens of thousand".
Breder and Rosen (1966) repOrted,angejfishes. and butterflyfishes to have
Scotton and de Sylv a (1972):found larval butterfly
pelagic (floating) eggs.
Mo (1977) reported rearing Gray angelfish and
fishes in CiAlf (Areal° waters.
confirms that angelfishes spawn smooth, pelagic eggs of 1 mm or less, and
have q.three,-wvk Helagic larval stage. Hatching requires 15-30 hours in
Warpi:Water (70u -80 F). -The larvae are well developed upon hatching and can
feed-themselves within two days (Moe 1977). Where the eggs and larvae travel
after release by the female is unknown.
Behavior

1.6

Marek and Davis (1966), from their studies on Alligator Reef, pointed
"MictOdOntids are -ietive, diurnal (daytime) browsers (it) all more OF
oaf
The Rock beatify, Blue, irid Queen angelfish rested
less inactive at night".
in holes and under ledges at night, were inactive, and only responded sluggishly
Several species of butterflyfish ware also inactive at night,
to divers.
the Gray and French angelfish are More darkly colored
hyt respon00Jo divers.
than the 6thet's and, therefore, can rest safely in more open locations, usually
next to a rock or large sponge.
lagging experiments (Ilardock 195B,'(-)pringer and Mcfrlean 1962, and Me
Wilson (19/5)
1972) have --shown these Fishes to have a small fixed home range.
animal,
learns
thoroughly
and
defines home FII(JE! as that area which an

habitually patrols for long periods.

Angelfishes and butterflyfishes are often sighted solitarily or in pairs.
invenile angelfishes and butterflyfishes remain close to shelter areas, drawing
hack into crevices and holes as potential danger nears.

2.
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the damselfishes are a family of small, tropical, inshore, and reef
these fishes are characteristically extremely territorial
dwelling fishes.
especially
during reproductive periods when males are guarding
in
.0bm,),,e71,,,, are hardy aquarium fi, shes and do well in aquaria as lnng as
(heir hardiness, variety
territorial species are ;(pirated to avoid fighting.
in shape and color, and abundance, have made damselfishes popular among

collector; in the I lorida Keys.
Description of- the Commercially Valuable `ipecies and lheir
Biogeography

2.1
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Fmery (1975) reported fourteen species at Alligator Reef.
itiftsi-tleted here

Eight species are

.

the following descriptions and biogeographies are adapted from Bohlke
and Chaplin (1968) and,,Randall (1968).
Juvenile damselfishes are, in general,
much more brightly colored and spotted than the adults.
ihreespet Damselfish, Eupomacentrus planifrons Cuvier. and Valenciennes 1830

Adult Threespot damselfish are brownishyellow with a large black spot at the dorsal
fin base (A).
The juveniles are bright yellow,
with the large blackish spot faintly edged in
blue and two other black spots, one on the caudal
peduncle (B), and one at the upper dorsal fin
base (C).
This species reaches 13 cm (5 in.)
in length.
13

the Threespot damselfish occurs from south Florida, Bermuda, and the
southwest, Gulf of Mexico, through the Caribbean Sea and the Bahamas, south
of
the Lesser Antilles.

Cocoa Damselfish, Eupomarentrus variabilis Costelnau 1855
C

13

The Cocoa damsel-fish has a bluish upper
body (A, and the lower body is yellowish (II).
All the fins are also ypllowish except the
dorsal fin which is blue (C).
There is a dark
spot_ in the dorsal fin as w4211.
Juveniles
have art additional dark mark on the caudal
peduncle (D).
Maximum size in this species is
10 cm (4 in.).

(he Cocoa damselfish occurs from Florida and the Bahamas to Brazil,
including the Gulf of Mexico.

Bratigregory, Iwomacentrus leurostietus Killer and Troschel 1848
the upper body of the Heaugregory is blue (A),
There is a black spot in
the dorsal fin (C) decreasing in size with age.
Large males are dark gray; their Lail, however,
remains lightly colored. Scattered blue dots
and lines cover the head, snout, and upper body.
Maximum size in this species is 11) rm (4 in.).

Hewhere yellow (B).

the Heaugregory is found on both sides of the Atlantic; on the western
side from Maine to brazil, including Bermuda and the Gulf of Mexico.
Damselfish, Microspathodon chrysurus COViVr and Valenciennes 1.830

Adult yellowtail damselfish are very dark yellowish-brown with scattered,
small, iridescent blue spots (A).
ihe caudal fin (It) is bright yellow in
adults, and almost transparent in juveniles. Juveniles are dark blue with many
large, bright, metallic blue spots, resulting in the juveniles often being
termed "jewel Fish".
this species reaches 19 cm (7.5 in.) in 1igth.

4
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Like the Beaugregory, the Yellowtail damselfish
is found on both sides of the Atlantic; on the
western side from Bermuda, Florida, and the
amas, to Brazil, including the Gulf of Mexico.
B

/

B

Sergeant Major,

l udefduf

saxatilis Linnaeus 1758

The Sergeant Major has two color phases; the
pK se displayed being dependent on the habitat it
When a lightly colored habitat, the body is
is in.
bluish-white, the upper body yellow; however, as
the environment darkens, so does the fish, assuming
The Sergeant Major derives
a dark grey appearance.
his name from the five blackish bars that span the
body (A) in either color phase. Adults reach a
maximum of 18 cm (7 in.).

L A

In the western
The Sergeant Major can be found in warm waters worldwide.
Atlantic, this fish occurs from New England to Uruguay, including the Gulf of
Mexico.

Honey Gregory, Eupomacentrus mellis

4

A

The Honey Gregory is a smaller damselfish,
the adults growing to 6.3 cm (2.5 in.). They are
predominantly yellow, with blue bars-and dots in
Variation in coloration
the head region (A).
with age appears insignificant in this species
Aquarists Stan Becker'and Tom
(Goodson 1976).
Reid (pers. commun. as cited in Emerey 1973) preferred this species because it holds its color in
aquaria while other similarly colored species tend
to fade.

The Honey Gregory abounds from the Bahamas and Florida, through the West
Indies, south of Venezuela (Goodson 1976).
Yellowtail Recffish, Chromis enchrysurus

A

C l

B

This species has two violet st ipes near the
eye (A) and a yellow tail (B). The nds of the
The body
dorsal and anal fins are also yellow (C).
lis species
is a bluish-gray color overall.
reaches 10 cm (4 in.) in length.

The Yellowtail ReeffisWpecurs along both coasts of Florida and southward (Goodson 1976).
Blue Chromis, Chromis cyanea Poey 1869
The Blue Chromis is a bright blue fish with
black trim (A) on the upper body and the edges of
This blue color
the dorsal, caudal, and anal fins.
helps this species blend into the blue Gulf Stream
waters where it frAquently can be observed
This species has been
schodling above the reef.
recorded to reach 13 cm (5 in.? in length (Goodson
1976).

A-

The Blue Chromis occurs from Bermuda, the Bahamas and Florida, south
through the Caribbean to the Lesser Antilles.
2.2, Local Habitat in the Florida Keys
Damselfishes-are found in both nearshore and offshore areas of-the
Florida Keys, primarily associated with coral heads and reefs. An important
morphological (body shape) variation can be used to differentiate the
habitat of some damselfishes. Emery (1973) Uound the rounder fishes with
shorter and more rounded caudal fin (I) live on or near the bottom (Threespot
damselfish), while those with more oval shaped bodies and longer, more pointed
He
caudal fins swim in large aggregations in mid-water (Blue.Chromis).
This study
conducted an extensive study on damselfishes in the Florida Keys.
was carried out on Alligator Reef where four major habitats were examined:
deep reef; 2) reef tops; 3) back reef or lagoon; 4) patch reefs (coral
1)
heads).

4

The following habitat data was drawn primarily from Emery (1973) unless
otherwise referenced.
Threespot Damselfish: Juveniles were rare inshore, but all ages were common
deep surge channels; usually near
Adults commonly occurred
on patch reefs.
There are many
on the bottom.
coral, the walls of caves, or an obstruct
juveniles on-the outer reef top just below the Fire coral zone. All ages occur
on the deep reef, with considerable variation in abundance.
Cocoa Damselfish: This species is the most widespread of all the damselfishes,
abundant in both offshore. and nearshore habitats. Both juveniles and adults
are common on the deep reef.
Beaugregory: The adults, especially, were common in ehannels cut into islands.
mon',where.calcat7eoUS algae (Halimeda sp.),
Adults and juveniles were most
Thia'sPecies is rare below a
red togetherrock caves, and conch shells oc
depth of 7.5 m (25 ft.).'.

d on patch reefS, but the greatest
Yellowtail Damselfish: Ttiis species occu
especially in the Fire coral zone
concentrations were found on the reef top '-especially
Adults
were
more
common in this zone in slightly
(which is in shallow water).
deeper water than juveniles.
This species occurred frequently around nearshore bridges and
Juveniles often
seawalls, especially juveniles from 1.8-8.0 cm (0.7-3.0 in.).
Patch
reefs
support
both
juveniles
remained in schools in restricted areas.
and adults, but the maximum abundance occurred on the reef top. Cummings (1968)
reported Sergeant Majors in tide pools and also drifting among patches 6f
Sargassum up to 32 km (20 mi) offshore.
Se'rgeant Major:

Honey Gregory: This species was not reported inshore; most often this species
occurred on the outer reefs, primarily on the reef top. Juveniles and adults
occurred in equal abundance on the reef tops, except in surge channels where
juveniles predominated. This species seems to prefer areas of dense cover and
small crevices.

4
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This species is a deeper water species. Emery (1973)
Yellowtail Reeffish:
(135 ft.) on the deep ledge,
found large concentrations of these fishes at 45m
on the deep-reef.
and juveniles around sponges in the sand -sift- rubble -area
in the
This species is abundant on the outer reef top, hovering
Blue Chromis:
Maximum abundance was
6 ft.) above the reef.
water column 1 - 2 m (3
both
juveniles
and
adults occurred.
observed on the deep reef, where
2.3

Food Habits

(IV) feeding on
Damselfishes are omnivores (IV), many of them browsers
of their
algae (although animal material often makes up a large percentage
to be strongly influenced by the
diet). Food habits of this family appear
particular
habitat in which the fish lives (Randall 1967), with species in a
habitat browsing on the most available fpod sources.
primarily algae,
The Threespot damselfish and juvenile Sergeant Major eat
Juvenile
Cocoa
damselfish,
although sponges and anemones are also consumed.
Reeffish,
and Blue
Beaugregorys, Sergeant Majors, Honey Gregorys, Yellowtail
Adult
Beaugregorys
Chromis rely heavily on plankton, especially copepods.
feed on nematocysts
consume polychaete worms. Juvenile-Yellowtail damselfish
Considerable
variation
occurs
among all the
(stinging cells) of Fire coral.
fishes are
of
the
food
of
these
above listed diets. More detailed accounts
given by Randall (1967) and Emery (1973).
2.4

Predation

and grouper
Randall '(1967) and Emery (1973) reported jacks, barracuda,
to be the main predators of damselfishes.
2.5

Reproduction

attached
amselfishes studied to date produce small eggs, individually
specific) and cared for by
to a hard bubstrate (choice of substrate is species
damselfishes reproduce in this
ple parent until hatching. It is. likely that all
9rne manner.
All

cleared, well
Courtship involves a series of looping motions around a
The elliptical eggs are attached to the
guarded nesting area (Cummings 1968).
The oggS are carefully
substrate by a tuft of filaments at the base of the egg.
days
(Breder
and Rosen 1966).
guarded day and night by the male for up to 8.5
A
free floating_
(1/16 in.) long.
The eggs hatch into minute larvae 0.15 cm
settle
to
the
bottom as
period (3-4 weeks) follows, after which the fish
data
is
drawn
From
Emery's (1973)
juveniles (Sale 1976): Much of the following
Alligator
Reef,
Florida
Keys.
extensive damselfish study on
patch reefs.
Threespot Damselfish: Found nesting on large
nesting
there.
on Fire coral, it has not been observed

Cocoa Damselfish:

Although abundant

Nests located on the shallow edge of the outer reef.
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4

.Beaugregory:

Emery (1973) reported the Beaugregory nesting around islands.
Breder and Rosen (1966) noted it often placed its eggs in large, empty conch
(Strombas-S0.)-Shells, or utilized undersides of rocks and dead sfea fans.
females began breeding at 5.5 cm (2 in.) in length, and the breeding season
extended from June to August (Longley and Hildebrand 1941).
Yellowtail Damselfish:
This species nests below the ridge of Fire coral in
areas of heavy algal growth. Breeding occurred from June to August (Longley
and Hildebrand 1941).
Sergeant Major:
Nests are found below the breaker zone in deeper, quieter
surge channels on the outer reef.
Cummings (1968) )-reported these fishes
aggregate when not involved in reproductive activity. Stark and Davis (1966)
observbd nesting year round at Alligator Reef, with a peak in the summer.
Males were found guarding from 4,000 to 84,000 eggs, the average feMale
contributing 20,000.
Clutch size (number of eggs laid) appeared to be limited
by substrate (bottom) type.
Honey Gregory: Emery (1973) located nesting Honey Gregorys in the back reef
rubble area at Looe Key and Alligator Reef, Florida.

Yellowtail Reeffish: Reproductively active fish were found in August in the
Dry Tortugas (Longley and Hildebrand 1941).
No other data available.
Blue Chromis
Feddern (pers. commun.) has observed the Blue Chromis with
sand nests and nests on ha,rd substrate with low algal cover.
Myrberg et
(1967) studied a closely related species, the Brown Chromis (Chromis multilineata).
These Fish werereporteddefend small areas around rocky ledgeS and
crevices 3-20 m (9-60 fr.), inAepth year round. Group aggregations occurred
above these territorial areas, and females were observed to individually deposit
'eggs on nesting areas prepared by the male.
In one case, paired spawning
without grou007Ngregations was observed.
The eggs themselves were microscopic,
visible under ,a low power dissecting microscope.
2.-610ehavior

Damselfishesare.characteristically extremely territorial (IV) with this
Aerritorialit )10 ecoming pronounced during the breeding season. However, the
Beaugregory an ,Cocoa damselfish remain extremely territorial yeari.round.
Thresher1(076)1 ,ddressing the territoriality of the Threespot.damselfish,
show'rd the siz
be territory defended to be related to the type of fiend
,eteu by the 4
er.
Protection of the eggs and shelter site are also
AcTerdent ub,'Tterriteriality.
' 10

;.

At

:and,Davis (1966) observed diurnal feeding in damselfishes.: Thee
fities,moved!intocaves and crevices at night to hide (except males guarding
eggs,a duty they perform day and night). Emery (1973) observed the Sergeant
Majbrmoving.iovOn:the water column as the sun set, schools breaking up, and
fisheS assuming .,dark color phase. Yellowtail damselfish dulled in color
and rested oh 4-teit. pelvic fins in crevices.
The Blue Chromis also darkens at
night; moving into crevices. The Beaugregory, Cocoa and Threespot damselfish,
Honey'Gregoryand Yellowtail Reeffish did not undergo color changes, but did
move hack into',reef crevices at night.
1
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3.

APOGONIDAF:

CARDINALFISHES

---Eardinalf-ishes are-nocturnal .(octive_at night l, reddish, large-eyed fishes,
associated with coral reefs in tropical waters. Because they are so numerous
and occupy so many habitats on the reef, Goodson (1976) has termed these fishes
"masters of the night reef". Their small size and interesting colorations and
markings have enabled these fishes to grow in popularity on the aquarium market.
Therefore,
Cardinalfishes demand a high water quality and prefer live food.
Graaf
1973).
they are not always successful in the home aquarium (de
3.1

Description of the Commercially Valuable Species and Their
Biogeography

Cardinalfishes are characterized by two well developed, distinct, dorsal
They have a large mouth and
firis (I); one spiny and the other soft-rayed.
Tie
reddish
coloration
of these fishes is a common
a rounded forked tail (I).
the red color enables
,characteristic of nocturnal fishes, especially on reefs.
the fish to hide in crevices and blend into the shadows during the day.
Bohlke and Chaplin-(1968) reported 18 species in the Bahamas. Livingston
.(1971) reported at least 8 species on Alligator, Long, and Triumph Reefs.
Starck (1968) reported 17 species on Alligator Reef, TWo species are considered
Species descriptions have been adapted from Bohlke and Chaplin (1968)
here.
and Randall (1968).
Flamefish, Apogon maculatus Poey 1861
The Flamefish is bright red with a round,
black spot beneath the rear of the second doral.:
fin (A), a broad blackish, saddle-like marking"
on the caudal peduncle (B), and a dusky spot on
the operculum (gill cover) at eye level (C).
The maximum length of this species is 10 cm (4 in.

The Flamefish is found from New England to Bermuda, the Florida Keys and
the Bahamas,to Brazil, including the Gulf of Mexico.
bBarre.d Cardinalfish, Apogon binotatus Pocy 1867

Like the Flamefish, the Barred Cardinalfish
is bright red, but has two black bars on the body
This species reaches 13 cm (5 in.) in length.
(A).
The Barred Cardinalfish occurs from Bermuda, Southern Florida, and the
Caribbean to Venezuela.
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3.2

Local Habitat in the Florida Keys

During the day, according to Straughan (1973)L_Urdipalfishes hide under
ledges, or small coral heads. At night, they emerge into the water coluMn to
.

feed.

Flamefish:
Several investigators have reported the Flamefish to be the most
widely distributed of all cardinalfishes in offshore areas (Longley and
Hildebrand 1941, Stark and Davis 1966, and Livingston 1971). Livingston (1971)
found the daytime habitat to be holes and caves in and around the reef. They
occurred singly and in pairs and were often associated with the Long-spined
sea urchin.
Flamefish have also been reported by Straughan (1963) to occupy
inshore sponge beds.
At night, the Flamefish can be found out in more open
waters feeding, but they remain near the daytime shelter area (Longley and
Hildebrand 1941, Livingston 1971).

Barred Cardinalfish:
This species is an offshore dweller, located in holes
and ledges by day and emerging into the water'column at night to feed
In the Tortugas, Longley andHildebrand (1941) found this
(Livingston 1974).
species to be. associated with Finger coral and ledges of other more massive
corals.
3.3

Food Habits

Cardinalfishes are almost all nocturnal, voracious (greedy eating),
They feed primarily on small-,
carnivores (IV) according to Livingston (1971).
swimming crustaceans (shrimp-like animals) in the plankton, small fishes, or
Migration from the daily.shelter spots
small invertebrates (Randall 1967).
during nocturnal feeding does not appear to be extensive (Starck and Davis
1966, Livingston 1971).
3.4

Predation

Randall (1967) reported an unidentified cardinalfish in the stomach of the
Trumpetfish (AulostomuS maculatus) and-. that the Graysby (Petrometopon cruentatum)
consumed the Dusky cardinalfish (Apogon pigmentarius). Longley and Hildebrand
(1941) found the Flamefish in the stomachs of two snappers, the Gray snapper
(Lutjanus griseus) and the Mutton snapper .(L. analis).
3.54 Reproduction
This unusual technique involves
Cardinalfishes brood their eggs orally.
incubation of the eggs in the mouth of the fish, typically the male. Breder
and Rosen (1966) reported eggs to be held together in a cluster in the mouth
This is probably an adaptation to insure
by threads attached to each egg.
greater hatching success of the eggs since fish eggs are one of the foods of
many tropical fishes, and the cardinalfishes, as a rule, live in rather highly
populated areas of the reef.

Pair formation occurs during the winter (Causey, pers. commun.). Breeding
peaks from August to November and April to June (Powell 1975, Luckhurst and
Larvae and young seem to remain.in the area of hatching
Luckhurst 1977).
(Causey, pers. commun.).

Jlj
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3.6

Behavior

Perhaps
swimmers (Livingston 1971).
crevices
during
the
this is related to their reluctance to leave caves and
cardinalfishes
assume
a
lighter
However, as darkness approaches, the
day.
color phase and move out from their daily shelter site (Searck and Davis 1966,

Cardinalfishes--areslow,_ awkward

Livingston 1971).
OPISTOGNATHIDAE:

4.

JAWFISHES

Jawfishes are warm-water fishes, living in vertical burrows that they
line with small stones or shells. These fishes can be fascinating in an
and
aquarium because burrows are established and often competition for stones
However,
because
jawfishes
are
a
rather
shells to line the burrow follows.
retiring (shy) species, care must be taken to see that they get enough food.
Jawfishes have fared well on the aquarium market in the Keys, and the Yellowhead jawfish is frequently collected.
4.1

Description of the Commercially Valuable Species anlyts
Biogeography

The face has an
Jawfishes have large heads without spines or ridges.
extremely steep profile with large eyes, a very large mouth, and an elongate
Randall
In the Bahamas, Bohlke and Chaplin (1968) reported 5 species and
body.
Alligator
Reef.
(1968) reported 4 species.. St6rck (1968) found 6 species on
Only one species will be considered here.

Yellowhead Jawfish, Opistognathus aurifrons
Jordan and Thompson 1905

A
B

The body of the Yellowhead jawfish is light bluishgray, shading to bright blue in the caudal fin (A)
There
and rear of the dorsal and anal fins (B).
dots
on
the
body
and
fins
are numerous pale blue
region
The
mouth,
head,
and
back
neck
as well.
(from the head to the base of the dorsal fin) are
This fish approaches 10 cm (4 in.)
yellow (C).
in length.

and the
The Yellowhead jawfish is found in the Bahamas, Florida, Cuba,
Virgin Islands.
4.2

Local Habitat in the Florida Keys

Yellowhead jauifish live in colonies. Colin (1970) reported these fishes
(23 ft.).
prefer the seaward side of the reef, usually in depths exceeding 7 m
Colin
(1970)
described
The bottom must be soft enough to dig individual burrows.
1)
under
rock
three types of burrows, each being 13 - 17 cm (*-7 in.) deep:
roofed by a rock);
burrow; 2) open chamber (which was lined with coral, but not
large rock.
and 3) terminal chamber (made of an erosion hole or fracture in a sand over a
Ideal habitat, accorsiling to Bohlke and Chaplin (1968), is crushed
long-spined-sea urchins
rock within reach orTurtle:grass (Thalassia sp.) and
Jawfishes
have
been
reported to occur' as
and having a strong current overhead.
(Bohlke
and
Chaplin
1968).
deep as 4 in (135 ft.).in the Florida Keys

4.3'

d Habits

Because ilellow

awfiShjeed on plankton (IV) certain restrictions
These fishes spend as much as 90% of their daylight
hours in search of the smallAidely distributed food items (Colin 1970).
Like most plankton feeders, the Yellowhead jawfish detects all of its prey
with its eyes. The use of eyesight for picking food
particles has resulted in
the dbVelopment of binocular vision (Using both eyes at the same time, whereaS
manyltshes utilize monocular vision: the use of one eye to focus on an object),
vision greatly enhances depth perception; however, this vision is
restricted-tiedaylight hours (Colin 1970). Bohlke and Thomas (1961) have
pOstuTated that the tear-drop shaped eye of jawfish, along with special ligament
development, are adapted to prbvide the sharp eyesight required for-a,hovering,'
plankton-feeding. existence.
The eyes of,jawfishes"are located so.that binocular vison can be obtained while the fish hovers upward inhis burrow.
Cblin:..(1970) recorded a horizontal feeding rangb of about 1 m (3 ft.) and a
-vertical range of 1.5 m (5 ft.) from the burrow.
on its feeding are posed.

Randall (1967) reported that.copepods were the primary food of the Yellowhead jawfish (35% of stomach contents) with shrimp larvae also being eaten.

44 Predation
Colin (1970,J971) reported on reactions of Yellowheqd jawfish to cither
fishes swimming near, over,. and around their burrows.
The Nassau grouper
(Fpineyhelus striates), Yellowtail snapper .(0cyurus chrysurus) and Margate
(Haemulon album) caused the most severe retreat reactions:by the jawfishes.
Randall (1967) reported 2 jawfish ir7 the stomach of the.:Southern Stingray
(Dasystis americana). Colin (1,71)-Speculated on several species as p tential,
predators:
the 3 mentioned above, pluS Sand tilefish (Malacanthus plumieri),
Slippery Dick. (Halichoeres bivitatus), and the Yellowhead wrasse (H. garnoti).
4.5

o.

Reproduction

Jawfishes spawn from spring through late summer (Colin. 1970).- Mayo (pers.
commun. as cited in Colin 1970) described a short larval life (1 month) after
which the young (which are unusually large upon hatching) settled to a
burrowing habitat. The larvae and young remain near the area of hatching
(Causey, pers. commun.). Females produce 1500 eggs, which are ovally brooded
by the male (Colin 1970).

Leong (1967) described paif formation and spawning of the Yellowhead jawPair formation involved a male leading a female into a prepared burrow.
This was accomplished by the male swimming high in the water and performing
attractive movements (displays) for the female.
If successful, the male
attracted the female out of her burrow and together they would descend into
third burrow (the male tail first and the female head first). This pair formation
occurred long before spawning, and once performed, the two formed a pair,
permitting one another into their respective burrows.
A pair will defend a
burrow area (each pair defends 2 or more burrows) against a third intruder during
breeding season.
Sex partners are permitted to enter one another"' territory
and burrow without fighting.
fish.

LIN

Before spawning, the malbenters the female'S-burrow more frequently, but

n either remain together long.:- Courtshi0.displaysTare similar to pair formation
Af ter spawning_,_ the
_
female departs.
The male. ineubates the eggs orally rotating them for aeration,
and depositing them,on the burrow bottom dulling feeding periods. During this

with_the_male_attr-acting--the.1flemaUi...into_hisi-laUr_ro

'

:

incubation period, the female is bannd from the malOs-burrow, but, the milles
permitted in the burrow of the female.)
4.6' Behavior
.,. Although jawfishes live individually in burrows, they are a social species
in'that 10-20 burrows comprise a colony (Colin'1970). JawfisheS spend most of
the daylight hours hoverinejust abovethe.purrow,.but atnighti they retreat..
The burrow is lined with rocks,
into it, and shut it with a rock (Colin',. 1971).
and the large canine teeth (III) of the'jawfish have been hypothesized to aid in
catrying these rocks (Colin 1970). Stealing of rocks and other suitable
burrow liners are common in the colony.

Longley and Hildebrand (1941) described the threat response of jawfishes,
"On the approach of danger, they settle down tailfirst, and in an emergency,
Jawfishes were reported as territorial, but,Colin
"
they dart in headfir,to be as forceful as damselfishes, defending themselves
(1971) found them r

onl,against
y7
smaller or similar sizeefisheS.
SCIAENIDAE:

J)ROM

AMD. ...CROAKERS

Drums and croakerS are:SO named because' of their.-ability'to produce sound
with the muscles of the swim bladder (IX), this organ :acting:as'a :resonance
The reef dwelliro drums discussed below are impressive,' especially
chamber.
whose first dorsal fin (I) is elevated and may extend beyond the
juveniles,
These fishes (especially the Jackknife and Spotted drum) present
caudal fin.
several problems for the hobbyist:, 1) they requiTe plenty of space; 2) they
are finicky eaters; and-3) they seem prone to skin diseases (de Graaf 197.5).
HoweVer, the time spent in maintaining these fishes is well worth theinvestment
if their beauty is considered.
5.1

Deltription of the CommorciallyValuable Species and Their
Biogeography

This;-.family of fishes is characterized by two distinct dorsalTins.(1).
This may deter
The firpt dorsal is elevated.
barely e0nnected at the base.
predatot'ssince a .large mouth would be required to swallow the fish whole.
Bohlke and Chaplin (1968), and Randall (1968) reported 4 species in the Bahamas.
Starck (1968) reported 7 species on Alligator Reef. Three species are
Species descriptions are adapted from Bohlke and Chaplin
considered here.
(1968) and Randall (1968).
.
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Equetus acuminatus Bloch. and Schneider 1801

The High Hat hasa series of dark brown and white stripes, the dark stripes
alternating in width.from a narrow to broa'd (A).
Young fish have fewer stripes(B).
The first dorsal fin is elevated .(C), especially in juveniles, in which
it is elongated as well.
The High Hat occurs from Bermuda and North Carolina south to Rio de
Janeiro, and in. the Gulf_of Mexico.
Jackknife Fish, Equetus lanceolatus Linnaeus 1758

The Jackknife' fish:is gfay with 3 white-edged dark brown to black bands
The jwipmiles are impressive with elOngated first dorsal fins (B)
(Goodson 1976).
This species reaches 23 cm (9 in.) in length,
(A).

'47The Jackknife fish has been reported from Bermuda and South Carolina to
Brazil.

Spotted Drum, Equetus punctatus Bloch and Schneider 1801'

The Spotted drum is grayish-white with several brown to black bars on the
body (A).
The second dorsal fin, anal fin,"and caudal'fin are dark brown with
white spots (B).
Juveniles have no spotting.
This :species is the .lamest
drum discussed, with adults reaching 26 cm (.10.5 in.) in length.

The Spotted drum occurs-from:Southern Florida to the West Indies.
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Behavior

6.6

Goodson (1976) descrihed blennies as sharp-eyed and active.
Gibson (1969,
as cited in Smith 1974) described the Molly Miller sitting up on rocks, propped
up on its pectoral rins, "the Molly Miller is able to maintain position on the
hot torn, of
in A vertical position in spite OF turbulence and wave action.
Since it and most other blennies have no swim bladder (IX), it does not have to
counteract buoyancy.
this. alone, however, is insufficient to account for its
observed tenacity (ability to hold Firmly) in clinging to rocks." The bracing
Action or pectoral and pelvic Fins aids inpthis support, but the split anal fins
(1) Jrf ;11; hooks to hold the fish in place (Gibson 19690 as cited in Smith 1974).
When approached, the blennies will quickly retreat and stare at intruders with
the largo eyes mounted high on the head (for excellent vision).
Starek and
(
1966)
reported
no
sightings
of
blennies
after
dark.
pilvti;
7 .

I
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WRASSI

Wrasses are a family of predominantly cigar-shaped fishes, usually hrightly
colored, and ()Hen displaying several color phases.
these fishes are often the
most numerous on the reef, and are perhaps, the most diversified family in body
rum and site (Randall 1967).
These fishes do well in aquaria, but require a
sand hottom as they Frequently bury themselves at night.
Description of the Commercially Valuable Species and their
Biogeography

7.1

Wrasses have small to medium mouths, thipk lips, and curved canine teeth
(Ill) that protrude, causing a buck tooth appearance.
They use their pectoral
lilts For swimming.
Bohlke and Chaplin (1968) and Randall (1968) reported 15
species in the Balmmas, while Starck (1968) reported 19 species on Alligator
The Following descriptions are adapted
Reef.
three species will be discussed.
From Bohlke and Chaplin (1968) and Randall (1968).
Bluehead, Ihalassoma bifasciatum Bloch 1791.

B

B

C

The Bluehead displays several color phases
the most distinct are the juduring its life.
venile (yellow) phase and the adult (blue) phase.
In the yellow phase, the upper body and head are
bright yellow (A) with the lower half white (11).
There is a large, orange-brown blotch around the
eye (C) and a dark spot in the dorsal fin (D).
In the blue phase, the head is blue (A) and the
body green; these two col s being separated by
broad, verticle, black band: (B) with a bluishThe blue phase 'fish are
white band between (C).
always adult males, making Cp about 4% of the popOther color phase, are juvenile and
ulation.
The Bluehead reaches
adult fishes of both sexes.
15 cm (6 in.) in length.

[12

the Bluehead occurs from Bermuda, the Florida Keys, the southern Gulf of
Mexico, and the Bahamas, south to Columbia.
Spanish Hogfish, Bodianus rufus Linnaeus 1758
The upper body is bluish- to plum-colored (A)
(In juveniles this color may cover the front half
of the fish); the remainder is yellow. The jaws
of the young fish develop a golden-orange color
which turns reddish with age. This specieS
reaches 38 cm (15 in.) in length.
the Spanish hogfish occurs in Bermuda, Southern Florida, the Gulf of
Mexico, and the Bahamas.

Spotfin Hogfish, Bodianus pulchellus Poey 1860
Juvenile Spotfin hogfish are yellow, with the
front half of the dorsal fin black. With age, red
areas develop on the upper two-thirds of the body
(A), lower sides of the body (B), and caudal fin
The lower half of the head and central body
(C).
(0) of adults are white, and the upper half of the
caudal peduncle, dorsal fin, and caudal fin (E) are
This species reaches 23 cm (9 in.) in
yellow.
length.

The Spotfin hogfish has been reported from South Carolina to Southern
Florida and the West Indies.
7.2

Local Habitat in. the Florida Keys

1965).
Bluehead: This species is most numerous-on rocky or coral bottoms.(feddern
rocky
Goodson (1976) reported it in most offshore habitats including reefs,
flats, reef sand, and sea grasses.

Feddern (1963) reported this species on coral reefs and rocky
Spanish Hogfish:
where the water is
areas, nearshore and offshore, as well as most rocky areas
flowing or turbulent.
This is a deep water species. Feddern (1963) and Colin (1975)
Spotfin Hogfish:
Spotfin
reported it around coral and rocks in depths of at least 16 m (50 ft.).
the
to
level
reefs
and
occur
commonly
on
hogfish preFer vertical rock surfaces
deep reef and ledges.
7.3

Food Habits

Compacted sand and rubble bottoms seem to be preferred by feeding wrasses
Hobson (1975) has observed wrasses hovering near
(Hiatt and Strasburg 1960).
especially
the feeding jaws of larger fishes that stir up the sea bottom,
and crustaceans as they are
The
wrasses
snap
up
small
fishes
herbivores (IV).
Bohlke and Chaplin (1968) and RarAtall (1968) mentioned
driven from hiding.
plankton as a food source for many wrasses. Randall 4P68) found that juveniles
of several species are parasite pickers (,IV).:
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Bluehead:

Blueheads, like the cardinal fishes, are voracious (hearty appetite)
carnivores (10, but unlike the cardinal, feed during the day.
Randall (1967)
observed klueheads swimming near the bottom, feeding on invertebrates with
hard parts (molluscs, crustaceans).
These prey items were easily crushed by
well developed pharyngeal teeth (II).
Apparently little effort is made to eject
these hard parts.as they are present in the stomach contents.
The canine
teeth (II), located at the mouth opening, can be used to remove gastropods
(snail-like molluscs) and other adhering animals.

Yellow phase blueheads, especially juveniles, have been reported to be
parasite pickers (Longley and Hildebrand' 1941, Collette and Talbert 1972).
However, parasites picked from other fishes may constitute a very small portion
of the total diet (Longley and Hildebrand 1941).
Collette and Talbot (1972)
mentioned the abundance of Blueheads on the reef, pointing out yellow phase
juveniles swarming in loose aggregations picking at small benthic and planktonic
animals.
Spanish Hagfish:
The parasite picking behavior of young Spanish hogfish was
noted by Limbaugh (1961), Randall (1962) and Eibl-Eibesfeldt .(1965 as cited in
Randall 1967). Adults have been reported to feed on crabs, brittle stars,
urchins, and molluscs (Schroeder andStarck 1964, Randall 1967).
Spotfin Hagfish: No data was available on the specific food items of this
species, although Randall (1968) reported that juveniles are probably parasite
pickers (IV).
7.4

Predation

Bluehead:

Randall (1965) reported a hamlet (Hypoplectrus sp.) eating a Bluehead,
and de Sylva (pers. commun. as cited in Feddern 1965) reported Roughtail
stingray (Dasyatis centroura) consumed Blueheads.
Randall (1967) found the
following species to have Blueheads in their stomachs:
Trumpetfish, Yellowfin
grouper (Myeteroperca venenosa), and the Soapfish (Rypticus saponaceus).
Spanish Hogfish:
Randall (1967) reported the Spanish hogfish in the stomach of
the Schoolmaster snapper (Lutjanus apodus).
Limbaugh (1961) reported the
Trumpetfish and Yellowfin grouper to also consume this species.
Spotfin Hagfish:
7.5

There were no reports of predation on this species.

Reproduction

Bluehead:
The Bluehead exhibits two types of spawning:
aggregate and paired
spawning (Feddern 1965). Randall and Randall (1963, as cited in Feddern 1965)
described the aggregate and paired spawning as follows:

"The fish (yellow or white phase) usually concentrate
their activity over prominent rocks or headlof coral.
As
many as 80 or more begin to swim more rapidly in one direction
and then another. As with parrotfishes, there is a sudden
upward or diagonally upward movement which resulted in the
fish being a maximum of about 2 ft. above the rest of the
group.
A small cloud of white could often be seen, indicating
release of sperm.

Rarely were the large Blueheads present in the milling
aggregation of the yellow phase fish, and then they mostly
chased individual yellow fish.
On only two occasions was spawning by blue phase and
After a very short chase,
yellow phase females observed.
the female fish darted upward with the male Bluehead and
they spawned."
Spawning occurs throughout the year, except in September (Feddern 1965).
Longley and Hildebrand (1941) noted a peak in spawning during August..
Goodson (1976) reported blue phase males spawned 40 - 100 times/day, with
each spawning period lasting about 1 week. Examination of ripe females by
Feddern (1965) showed between 800 - 3,000 eggs/spawn. Males and females over
30 mm (1.2 in.) participated in the spawn. De Boer, et. al. (1973) reported
many large blue phase fish participating in paired spawning to have reached
Feddern (1965) also found some
senescence (menapause) and to be sterile.
large blue and yellow phase fishes to be sterile.
Little is, known concerning reproduction of the Spanish and Spotfin hogfish,
although Moe (pers. commun.) has reported that male Spanish hogfish are twice
the size of:females and that small eggs are laid during the summer.
7.6

BehaVior

Most Wrasses, a4:e active during the day, burying themselves in sand at

night (Feddern 1965, Randall:1968). Schroeder and Starck (1966) observed the
Spanish hogfish hiding in coral crevices at night. Adults tend toward
schooling, especially Blueheads, while juveniles are solitary (Feddern 1965,
De Boer, et. al. 1973).
8.

GOBIIDAE:

GOBIES

The goby family has more species (over 1,000) than any other family of
Every general coral reef area in the western
marine fishes (Colin 1975).
Atlantic, except Bermuda, has at least one species of Gobiosoma.(Colin 1975).
Gobies living in tropical Atlantic waters are rather unique in that they
display, according to Colin (1975) "unusual ecological and behavioral
(IV) and set up
adaptations." Several goby species are parasite pickers
visit
to
have
parasites
picked from
cleaning stations which many larger fish
commonly
The
Neoh
goby
is
the
only
cleaning
species
their mouths and gills.
collected in the Florida Keys and, therefore, is the only species considered
The Neon goby is a popular aquarium fish. Few fishes have better
here.
The Neon goby. is small, brightly colored, easy
adtptations to tank living.
to feed, and isone of only a few species to breed successfully in captivity.
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8.1
4.

Description of the Commercially Valuable Species and its
Biogeography

Most gobies haVe their pelvic fins joined to form a sucking disc, allowing
these fish to cling to corals, sponges, or rocks (Randall 1967).
This family
is often confused with the blenny family (Bleniidae), but can be differentiated
by a continuous dorsal. fin in the blenny family, and two dorsal fins in the
goby family (I). -Of the twelve species of the genus Gobiosoma that occur in
the entire tropical Atlantic, seven are closely associated with corals, and the
other five with sponges.
Six of these twelve species are parasite pickers (IV)
(Colin 1975).' Bohlke and Chaplin (1968) reported forty-four goby species
(entire family, including the genus Gob ,iosoma), in the Bahamas. Starck (1968)
reported twenty-seven species on Alligator Reef.
\

Neon Goblc, Gobiosoma oceanops Jordan

The Neon goby is black, with a iredescent
blue stripe (A).through the body and a lighter
area beneath the belly and head (8), This species
reaches 5 cm (2 in.) in length.
The Neon goby occurs from Florida to the
Yucatan, including the Gulf of Mexico.
8.2

Local Habitat in the Florida Keys

The Neon goby has been reported in watiers from 1 - 40 m (3 - 120 ft.) in
'depth.
This species:(all aged from newlysiliFtamorphesed to adults) is frequently
found in association with corals or rocks.
Colin (1975) reported the Star

coral and Large Star Coral.(Montastrteaeavernosa) to be the coral.species most
.frequently having the Neon goby on t
surfaces.
The Neon goby was Found
singly or in groups of up to 30 fishIllfral head.
Colin (1976) reported,
"populations of Gobiosoma sp. in limited localities do show some,H.often
considerable variation over periods on the order of the, life span.(1 yr.) of
individual fishes."
The fact that gobies can associate with corals is interesting.
Corals
are carnivores, possessing cells withirt their tissues known as nematocysts or
stinging cells.
These stinging cells release harpoon-like projectiles which
stab and kill prey. Barnes (1968) reported two methods of discharge for these
deadly stinging cells arone chemical, and the other physical. It appears that
the Neon goby possesses some chemical thatpreventSthe discharge of these
stinging cells (Colin 1975).
8.3

Food Habits

Neon gobies are parasite pickers (IV), frequently termed "cleanerS".-(Iarcy,
et. al. 1974, Colin 1975).
Colin (1975) reported. no competitive behavior .among
cleaners, and all ages of fishes participated in cleaning.. Using a snipping
motion of the teeth, parasites are removed from the host (fish-being cleaned).
The entire body of the host may be inspected, including the gills and inside
the mouth.

8.4

Predation

Several biologists have hypothesized cleaning fishes and invertebrates
to be free from predation because of their important cleaning functiorr(Limbaugh
1961, Randall 1965). DeLisle (1969 as cited in Colin 1975) performed some
One involved releasing anesthetized
experiments to test this hypothesis.
gobies into the water column over a reef and observing the reactions of the
fishes in the area to the goby sinking. No predation was observed, although
some fishes did "pose" to be cleaned.
8.5

Reproduction

The Neon goby is one of only alfew species of marine troRicals to have bred
technique to the home
in captivity. Walker (1977) has made available his
aquarist, and this technique is summarized here. Neon gobies are "sexable,
small, fairly easy to spawn, and produce large, active yOung." The sexes can
forward of
be distinguished by the male's genital papilla (pointed organ. just
(in
the
same
location)
which
is short,
the anal fin), the female's ovipositer
spawner"
(Moe
The Neon goby is a "secretive
blunt, and almost unnoticeable.
place its
be
provided
for
the
Neon
goby-to
1975) and a shell or flower pot must
eggs under. Gobies spawn naturally in the winter and early spring (Feddern 1967,
simulated in the home aquarium
These natural conditions can
Colin 1975).
F
and providing 7-9 hrs. of light /day.
by maintaining temperatures between 70 -75
frmales
may carry 300 - 500 eggs
Females average 250 eggs/spawn, but larger
into'juveniles in 12 - 14
Larval
Neon
gobies
changed
(Colin 1975; Moe 1975).
days (Colin 1975; Moe 1975).
8.6

Behavior

Neon gobies -can be found on the sides of corals, both day and night,
gobies become
although at bight, with the coral polyps expanded to feed,,the
"CHaning
stations"
are
difficult to see (Schroeder 'and Starck 1964).
corals)
the
upper
surface
of
brain
established by the Neon-goby'.(most often on
and larger fishes come and may even wait in line to be cleaned.
9.

DIVERSITY OF TROPICAL CORAL REEF FISH COMMUNITIES

reefs is
The tremendous diversity of life living in association with coral
being
an
association
of
a characteristic of coral reef communities (a community
observer.
recognized
by
even
the
most
casual'
interacting populations) which is
total number of
The 30 species described here represent only a fraction of the
reported
389
species
of fishes on
fishes present. For example, Starck (1968)
(pers.
commun.)
more
than
200
species
on Looe Key.
Alligator Reef, and Bohnsack
of
As would be expected, many biologists have pondered the question
As
others.
speciation, and why certain habitats have a more diverse fauna than
would also be expected, considerable disagreement has arisen over whose
evolution of fildgrn
theories are right or wrong. A thorough discussion of the
diversity
is
beyond
the
scope of t6a
biological thought concerning community
brief
description
of some of
present paper; However, for those interested, a
'reef
fish
diversity
the newly emerging theories specifically conceTtning tropical
that
the
followilig
discwsion
It must be recognized, however,
is included here.

simply presents some interesting ideas and preliminary findings, and does not
represent either proven theories, or a'comprehensive review of all aspects of
aspeciation.

Smith and Tyler (1972, 1973a,b, 1975) were among the first biologists to
discuss diversity in coral reef communities.
They hypothesized that fish
specialized to minimize competition for food and space, two critical resources
on the reef.
Study of tropical bird communities let McArthur (1972) and Cody
(1973) to conclude that diversity could be explained in terms of resource
portioning (division of.food and space) allowing more species in an area before
serious competition results. However, more recent research (Sale 1974, 1975,
1976, 1977) has revealed reef fishes withsimilar space and food requirements
coexisting (living together and sharing the same resources), not specializing
and dividing up the resources.
Seikieral biologists have shown reef fiShes to'Specialize into large habitats,
such as:reef crest, reef flat', etc.; but upon examination, reef fishes with

very similar or identical food and space requirements coexist successfully within
these large habitats (Sale 1974, 1975; Sale andDybdahl 1975).
Root (1967)
has termed these groups of species utilizing the same resources a "guild".
Sale (1974, 1975) has demonstrated the existence of such a guildrbetween 4
species of damselfishes on 'the:Australian Great Barrier Reef, and suggested
several others..
Existance'of these guilds contradicts theories which suggest that high
species diverSity: is the result of extreme specialization. -Thus,'although reef
fishes specialize broadly into habitats, within habit.ats,it appears that there
is neither specialization with respect o food and.spabe,"and several species --,
of fishes with highly specialized requirements often coexist with other species.
"showing, similar adaptations (Sale 1977.

t

\

Smith and Tyler (1972), Goldman and Jalbot,.(1976), and Sale (1977) have all
found living space to be the resource.moSt limiting the numbers of fishes on
reefs.
Sale (1977):hasalso found living space to be unpredictable.
Growth of
coral, wave action, silting; and shifting of sand and rubble can-alter habitat.
Suitable coral outcroppings or other required habitat is often widely and
somewhat randomly distribubed. Large Storms, also unpredictable, can drastically
alter the reef structure.. Predators (which are unpredictable in time and
space) affect fishes that live in a habitat.
Sale (1977) has hypothesized this
unpredictability of living space (habitat) to be important to reef fishes.
He
states, "In a situation in which the supply of living space is limited and
vacant living space is unpredictable in time and space, the production of
numerous offspring scattered widely in space and time appears to be the only
satisfactory way of getting some offspring' successfully to living sites.
Similarly, successful offspring should stay put."

Numerous studies on reproduction in coral reef fishes have been undertaken
in the last few years (Munro, et. al. 1973; Powell 1975; Sale and DUbdahl 1975;
and Luckhurst and Luckhurst 1977). All observed seasonal peaks in reproduction
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(

least some year round spawning in most species. Little data is
frequendy of spawning, although it does appear to be frequent,
Sale (1977) has suggested that
larvae are produced each spawn.
breeding seasons and frequent-spawning of reef fishes are
Wong evidence that life cycles d6 occur in responseito unpredictability of
space in the reef environment.

but noted at
available on
and numerous
the extended

Reef fish larvae scatter widely in space. Most reef fishes produce eggs
Studies
which are found on or near the bottom, but some have pelagic larvae.
of larval dispersal and length of larval life need attention and should be
Little is known of what
considered by biologists interested in reef fishes.
settle
on the reef as
happens to fish larvae after hatching, until they
juveniles.

Studies by Greenburg(r947), Braddock (1949), Phillips (1971), Frey and
Miller (1972) and Myrburg (1977?) indicate that territorial battles are
usually detided in,favor of the original resident. Thus, offspring successful
Once living space is
in finding suitable living space should stay put.
Reese
(1964)
observed limited movement
gained, survival is greatly enhanced.
Bardach
(1958)
and
Springer
and McErleah
by the majority of reef fishes.
limitedmovement
in
groupers,
(1962), in their tagging, studies, observed
butterflyfishes,
and
surgeorifishes.
snappers, angelfishes
0

Sale (1977) haS-described a number of'mechahisms used by reef fishes' to
cope with the unpredictable nature of available' living space:
1) dispersing numerous pelagic (open. ocean) larvae widely
both:in spyce and time so as to maximize chances of
getting,some offspring to suitable space;

2) having requirements for space that remain general enough
for there to be some chance of finding a suitable site;
3) remaining in a site, once found,
or throughout adult life.

for extended periods

0

Sale (1977) also noted that species of fishes in a guild are competing in
a "lottery for living space in which larvae are ttiNtickets, and the first
ael'ival at a vacant site wins that site. The lottery operates within the
habitat and at the levelsofthe individual fish." Vacant sites are
generated unpredictably, and are immediately refilled. Because the types and
numbers of larvae in a given area are unpredictable as well, it is unlikely
that one species will dominate a habitat. "So long as all species of a guild
win some of the time and in some places, they will continue to but larvae into
the plankton and hense into the lottery for new sites" (Sale 1977).
14.
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APPENDIX A

,

Definitions of General Terminology
adapted ffrom Ricklefs, 1973)
Adaptation - a genetically determined characteristic
that helps an animal
or plant cope with its environment.
Carrying Capacity - the number of individuals that the
resources of a
habitat can support.
Coexistence - the occurrence of two or more species'
in the same habitat;
o
usually applied'to -potentially competing species.
Community - an association of interacting populations

of plants or animals.

Compettition - use or defense of a resource by

one individual that reduces the
aVailability of that resource to other individuals.

Diversity - a measure of the variety of species in
a.community that takes into
account the 'relative abundance of each species.
6
Generalist - a species with broad food or habitat
preferenCes, or both.

Habitat -- a place where an animal or plant normally
lives, often it is

characterized by a dominant plant form or physical
characteristic
(i.e., streamhabitat, foryst habitat).

flame Range - that area which an animal:learns thoroughly

and habitually patrols.

Microhabitat - the particular parts of the habitat that
an individual encounters
frequently, in. the course of its activities.

Niche - all the components of the-environment with
which the animal or plant
interacts:

Recruitment - addition b

reproduction of-new individuals to a population..

Specialists - a species with specific food or habitat
preferences, or both..
Stability -. inborn capacity of any system to resist
change.

So.
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Appendix A continued:

I.

7-Terminology Referenced in the Paper by
(Ricklefs 1973).

oman Numeral.

Fins:

Fins ,are'sUpported by spinO(A) or rays (B).
fish.
Median fins - fins in a line With the.middle axis of a
below: C, D, and E.

Paired fins - sets of two fins on a fish.
F and G.
below:

Cirri - flaps of skin, often on head.
below:

H.

Dens i1

Fin(C)

(continuous)

t.)

8j
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Appendix A continued:
Caudal fin types:
Slow Swimming Fishes

A

Truncate

Lanceolate

Rounded

Fast Swimming Fishes

Forked
II.

Scale Types:

.Cycloid
III.

Ctenbid

Teeth:

Canine

Comb or Bristle
IV.

Feeding Types:

Carnivores - animal.(meat) eaters.
Herbivores - plant eaters.
Omnivores

eats both animals and plants.

Planktivores - plankton eaters.,

76

Appendix A continued:
Piscivores

fish eaters.

Parasite Pickers - eat parasites from other fishes.
Browsers L. nibblers, grazers.

Sponge Structure:

V.

The skeleton of sponges is made up of spicules or fibers, or sometimes
Spicules can be calcareous.(made up of calcium carbonate) or
both.
The fibers are made of.a protein material.
siliceous (made up of silica).
Spicules appear in a number of forms` (below) and are used to determine
the identification of many sponges.
Spcwici in

Spicules

VI.

Territoriality:

A territory is an area occupied more or less exclusively by an animal
(without
or qr,oup of animals by means of repulsion through overt defense
include preSome
reasons
for
territoriality
hiding) or advertisement.
tection of a shelter area, nesting area, food source, mate, or just a
swimming area.
VII.

Nematocysts:

Nematocysts are specialized stinging cells characteristic of the
animal grouping called coelenterates (corals, sea anemones, and jellyfish).
A long harpoon-like thread is released76T the cell either from physical
or chemical stimuli.
VIII.

Lateral Line:

The later'al line is a series of pores in a fish's scales forming. what\
These holes are involved in pressKre
appears to be a line on the fish.
The lateral line of an
sensing, allowing water to contact. the skin.
angelfish is drawn in the drowning under Section I.
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APPENDIX P
MAP!I:

Map E.

The Western Atlantic Ocean (range for most aquarium reef fishes
discusses) (adapted from Goodson 1976).
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Map 2.

the Florida Keys and Reef Tract With Major Reef Areas
Labeled (adapted Iron Ginsburg 1956).
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APPENDIX C
Common Plants and Animals

A calcareous algae
P

Ha/imeda sp.

a

,:;;,

Afi4*
Finger Sponge

Loggerhead Sponge

1

81

Appendix C." continued:

Finder Coral

Hydroids
rI

Sea Whip
(one of
many gorgonians)

Staghorn Oral
Elkhorn Coral

82

;

85
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Appendix C. continued:

long-spined Sea Urchin
Sea Anemone

Colonial
Sea Anemones

Copepod

1

Polychaetc
Wo'rm

Tunicates (Sea squirts)
on a Gorgonian
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